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Election a toss-up
Canadians will vote in a federal election on
Oct. 21 and at this point the results are difficult
to predict. Prime Minister Justin Trudeau
remains fairly popular while Conservative
leader Andrew Scheer has done nothing to
make himself unpopular. The other parties
are unlikely to be a significant factor this time.
Public opinion and voting are increasingly
split by age demographics – with younger
people more likely to vote Liberal and older
people more likely to vote Conservative.
As one speaker at the recent HRAI Annual
Conference in Niagara Falls said, “If everyone
in Canada was over 45, the Conservatives
would win in a landslide.”
One thing that won’t likely have an impact
is the SNC Lavalin affair. Most Canadians just
don’t care. While the whole thing smells bad
and Trudeau could have handled it better, it
didn’t do him much damage.
Scheer is somewhat unknown, but he’s
likable and surprisingly competent in
French, so as long as he doesn’t allow the hard
core right-wing to de-rail the Conservative
campaign he could win.
What does all this mean for our industry?
I wouldn’t expect that much will change
regardless of whether we end up with a
Liberal or Conservative government. Much
of the research and development in this
industry relates to creating higher efficiency
equipment, or adopting refrigerants with
lower global warming potential, and that
work will continue. Codes and standards

Facebook:
@PlumbingandHVAC

will continue to move the country towards
minimizing the impact of our equipment and
its emissions on planet Earth.
Few in either major party would argue that
climate change doesn’t need to be addressed.
The disagreement comes in how it is done.
In a previous editorial we stated that carbon
taxes are the most ineffective and mean
spirited way to address climate change and
I doubt that the Conservatives will lose any
votes with their plan to do away with them.
A more pragmatic approach is needed.
Our industry will be relieved to see the end
of climate change initiatives that are designed
to make the government look good but have
little real impact and cause an awful lot of
trouble for the industry.
The hole in the ozone layer was solved
largely by changes to refrigerants. And like
that problem, the challenge of climate change
will also be solved by our industry and other
carbon producing industries.
As we head into a federal election, the good
work that this and other industries do on the
climate change front will continue regardless
of who wins. Perhaps we could do a better job
of getting the word out!
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Twitter:
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Instagram:
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Federal election too close to
call, HRAI delegates hear
Niagara Falls hosts HVAC/R industry
By Leah Den Hartogh and Simon Blake

Outgoing chair David Weishuhn, left, passes the gavel to new chair Dennis Kozina.
The outcome of this fall’s federal election is
difficult to predict, remarked the keynote
speaker at the opening event of this year’s
annual Heating, Refrigeration and Air
Conditioning Institute of Canada Annual
Conference, held Aug. 25-27.
“If only people over 45 voted in this
country, the Conservatives would win by a
landslide,” remarked William Huw of Impact
Public Affairs, Toronto. But that’s not the
case, with Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s
approval rating still very high, particularly
among those under 45. And he is moving
even further to the left, he added.
Conservative leader Andrew Scheer faces
a more difficult road. “People don’t know
who he is,” said Huw. But at the same time,
he shouldn’t be underestimated. He wasn’t

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

expected to win the Conservative leadership.
He grew up in Ottawa but managed to win his
seat in Parliament in Saskatchewan. And at 40
years old, he is about 10 years younger than
Trudeau.
On Monday morning the 241 delegates and
companions attending the conference were
urged to grow in life and business regardless
of stress by breakfast keynote speaker Dane
Jensen, CEO of Performance Coaching,
Toronto, who works with top level athletes
and business leaders to improve performance.

Online marketing
The conference featured a number of industry
specific sessions. Marketing is an area
where many contractors have difficulties,
particularly today with privacy restrictions.

And then there’s that whole internet thing…
One session, “Connect with Contractors
to Grow your Business,” largely looked at
how online and media content marketing can
improve and enhance a business. “Mobileready is key,” remarked Shelley Middlebrook
of Fifth Story, “a leading content marketing
solutions provider” based in Toronto. If a
customer has an issue with a website or online
platform, there is a good chance they will take
their business elsewhere, she said.
From there, Middlebrook narrowed
her focus to how different types of content
marketing differentiate one business from
another. It is important to “understand who
your most valuable clients are – which will
make it easier to develop useful content and
allocate time and resources,” she added.
Later in the afternoon, Zoey Taylor,
business development manager for Intrigue
Media, Guelph, Ont., presented “Online
Marketing Explained by a Millennial.” Taylor
focused on the general forms of digital
marketing.
“People hate to be sold to, but love to
buy,” she said. She suggested that contractors
focus on remarketing – where a company
targets customers that have already viewed
something on their website or showed interest
in their product. From there, she moved onto
the topic of Google search – organic (free) and

If only people over
45 voted in this
country, the Conservatives
would win by a
landslide.
paid. Both have their benefits, she added, but
said it is important not to focus just on one
option. Organic Google searches are better
for the long-term while paid advertising can
bring immediate results.
Sprinkled throughout the day were more
presentations. A panel was set up to discuss
“Energizing the HVAC/R Commercial
Market,” moderated by Martin Luymes, vice
Please see ‘New’ on page 8
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New refrigerants will require big changes

A plethora of educational industry sessions kept delegates busy.
Continued from page 7

president of government and stakeholder
relations at HRAI, with speakers Julie
Vanderschot, manager, low carbon economy
fund secretariat for Environment Canada
and Climate Change, Kim Krieber, business
advisor and channel services partner for
Independent Electricity System Operator
(IESO), and Joe Meriano, energy solutions
consultant, channel sales for Enbridge Gas.
Business adviser Wayne Vanwyck (The
Achievement Centre International) urged
contractors to start planning for retirement
today, adding that it will take at least five
years to prepare. A big part of that is ensuring
that your business can run without you, he
added. “You have a lot of ways to prepare, but
it doesn’t happen overnight.”
And he suggested people work with an
advisor or coach. “The coach can make the
difference between thinking about it and
getting it done.”

Changing refrigerant landscape
The need to address climate change is
causing a shift to refrigerants that are more
flammable than in the past, noted Helen
Walter-Terrinoni, vice president of regulatory
affairs for the Air Conditioning, Heating,

8
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and Refrigeration Institute (AHRI), at the
Refrigerant Management Canada (RMC)
Annual General Meeting.
Part of AHRI’s Safe Refrigerant Transition
Task Force, she added that “there is a lot
of work that we want to do to get ready.”
She expects within the next six to seven
years there will be a widespread shift to
A2L refrigerants like R32. It won’t change
overnight because most codes do not allow
flammable refrigerants.
The task force has been trying to
identify gaps in training and has been
somewhat surprised to find none. But, she
added, the material related to flammable
refrigerants needs to be put into a more
easily understandable format. She noted that
trainers are anxious to get better material
quickly.
There has also been considerable concern
from fire officials over the switch to A2L
refrigerants. However, A2L refrigerants are
not easy to light – an open flame is required
– and burning five p ounds of refrigerant is
equivalent to two pounds of dry wood, she
noted. “It’s much lower than people in the fire
service were thinking.”
The sheer number of refrigerants is
becoming difficult for contractors and
engineers to keep track of, added Steve Yurek,

AHRI president and CEO, during a lunch
presentation. “We used to have one to three
refrigerants used across all applications. We
are not going to have that luxury anymore.”
Codes and standards need to be created
in the industry for the new refrigerants.
“We have our work ahead of us once these
codes start to be created,” said Yurek. Key
standards to currently note in Canada are
CSA B52, with product standards for air
conditioning in CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 603352-40 and product standards for refrigeration
in CAN/CSA-C22.2 No. 60335-2-89. Yurek
said the industry might see a shift in focus
from mechanical to information technology,
including controls and building operations.
This will provide “an opportunity for those
who can adapt with the changes.”

Contractors Division meeting
At the HRAI Contractors Division general
meeting, contractors discussed the annual
report. Key objectives for the previous year
included increasing membership, education/
careers, government relations, culture and
communication. Members discussed creating
a new career committee to help more young
people join the industry.
Luymes presented a past resolution on a
door knocking sales strategy, first brought
forward in 2012. Members voted that HRAI
should continue to work on this.
Following a jam-packed day filled with
sessions and presentations, attendees dressed
up for the Chair’s Banquet and saw David
Weishuhn, president of Blue Flame Heating
and Air Conditioning, Toronto, pass the
gavel to new chair, Dennis Kozina, director
of sales at Emerson Climate Technologies,
Brantford, Ont.
During breakfast on the final day, a number
of people received awards (Please see page
70). Attendees finished the conference with
a tour and lunch at Jackson-Triggs Winery,
Niagara-on-the-Lake, Ont.
The 2020 HRAI conference will be held
Aug. 23-25, 2020 at the Delta Victoria Hotel
in Victoria, B.C. For more information, please
visit www.hrai.ca.
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HVAC/R energy efficiency requirements going up
By Leah Den Hartogh
Changes have been made to Canada’s Energy
Efficiency Regulations which will affect many
products in the HVAC/R industries. Both
Amendment 15 and Amendment 16 to the
regulations will come into force on Dec. 12,
with an exception for through-the-wall gas
furnaces which came into force June 12.
Amendment 15 to the Energy Efficiency
Regulations in the residential sector affects
electric furnaces (furnace fans only),
gas boilers, gas fireplaces, gas furnaces,
heat recovery ventilators (reporting and
verification only), oil boilers, and gasfired instantaneous water heaters. In the
commercial and industrial sector, the
amendments will affect commercial gas
boilers, oil boilers, electric water heaters,
gas-fired instantaneous water heaters, and

gas-storage and oil water heaters.
Amendment 16 to the Energy Efficiency
Regulations covers air conditioners and
heat pumps under 65,000 Btu/h, ceiling
fans, portable air conditioners, and wine
coolers/chillers in the residential sector. In
the commercial sector, it will affect chillers,
pumps, refrigerated vending machines,
vertical air conditioners and heat pumps, and
walk-in coolers and freezers.

Big jump for gas furnaces
Residential gas furnaces manufactured
since July 3 will need to have a minimum
95 per cent AFUE. For through-the-wall
(TTW) gas furnaces, the minimum energy
performance (MEP) standard level stays at
90 per cent AFUE, and NRCan has removed
the fan energy rating level requirement for
TTW gas furnaces manufactured between

July 3 and Dec. 31. Regulatory exclusions
for furnaces for mobile homes are now
removed, however.
Heat/energy recovery ventilator is a
new product category for the regulations.
The amendments introduce verification
requirements, reporting requirements and
testing standards. For HRVs and ERVs
manufactured after January 1, 2020, the
amendment will require submission of energy
efficiency reports and importation reports.
There is no requirement for minimum
efficiency levels.

Commercial water heaters added
Commercial gas storage water heaters
will also now come under the Energy
Efficiency Regulations. The amendment
Please see ‘Water’ on page 13
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Leaders in Magnetic Separation
Ferrous oxide forms in hydronic systems when iron or
steel corrodes. This abrasive, extremely fine sediment
is difficult to remove; it can deposit onto heat exchanger
surfaces and accumulate in pump cavities causing
reduced efficiency and premature wear. Caleffi magnetic
dirt separators accomplish 2½ times the ferrous oxide
removal performance of standard dirt separators.
Components for today’s modern hydronic systems
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Water heaters must meet condensing levels
Continued from page 11

has two different sets of minimum energy
performance levels. Replacement units
manufactured after July 1, 2023 need to meet
U.S. levels. All other units manufactured
after July 1, 2023 need to be at condensing
levels.
Speaking of condensing units, per the
amendment, condensing technology is
required for residential gas instantaneous
water heaters (manufactured after Jan. 1,
2020), household hot water gas boilers (Jan.
1, 2023), commercial gas instantaneous water
heaters (manufactured after Jan. 1, 2023), and
commercial gas boilers (manufactured after
January 1, 2025).
Amendment 15 sets the minimum
energy performance (MEP) standard and
testing requirements for furnace fans for

residential electric furnaces (manufactured
after July 3), household steam gas boilers
(manufactured after Jan. 15, 2021), household
oil boilers (manufactured after Jan. 15, 2021),
commercial oil boilers (manufactured after
Jan. 1, 2021), commercial gas storage water
heaters – marked as replacement units
(manufactured after July 1, 2023), commercial
oil water heaters (manufactured after Jan. 1,
2020), and commercial electric water heaters
(manufactured after Jan. 1, 2020), to align
with U.S. requirements.

Air conditioning standards
Under Amendment 16, central air
conditioners and heat pumps will now have
MEP standard levels when in the “off mode”
for products manufactured after July 2017.
The MEP standard levels are aligned with
current U.S. levels.

Products, per Amendment 16, that are
required to match requirements in the U.S.
are clean water pumps (manufactured after
Jan. 27, 2020), miscellaneous refrigeration
products (manufactured after Oct. 28, 2019),
chillers (manufactured after Dec. 31, 2019),
refrigerated vending machines (manufactured
after Jan. 8, 2019), single package vertical air
conditioners and heat pumps less than 19
kW (manufactured after Sept. 23, 2019),
single package vertical air conditioners and
heat pumps more than or equal to 19 kw and
less than 39.5 kw (manufactured after Oct. 9,
2015), single package vertical air conditioners
and heat pumps more than or equal to 39.5
kw (manufactured after Oct. 9, 2016), walk-in
coolers and freezers (manufactured after July
10, 2020).
For more information please visit www.
nrcan.gc.ca.

CONIK
COLLECTION
AVAILABLE IN CHROME
&0%'/ɸ%:%-0%&0)-2

Designed for plumbers,
loved by designers!
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QBuilding Green

Multi-unit

RESIDENTIAL
GEOTHERMAL
Ontario projects draw
attention to benefits of
ground source heating
and cooling
By Bruce Nagy
The portfolio of successful multi-unit residential geothermal
projects keeps expanding in Ontario, emboldening others
to consider the technologies and the business cases for new
construction and retrofits.
A handful of projects were drilled this summer, each requiring
minor innovations to meet individual project needs. What they
all had in common was the expected low operating cost and the
opportunity to meet tightening carbon regulations in Ontario cities.

A developer/owner approach
As owner and developer,
Kostadin Demirov is taking
a different approach to the
HVAC system for his 68-unit
apartment complex.

14
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Kostadin Demirov has spent years building fine custom homes in
the eastern Beach area of Toronto, recently dabbling in multi-unit
projects and finally going ‘all the way’ with a 68-unit rental apartment project
at Main and Kingston Road, an iconic intersection in that part of the city.
Demirov explains that he will own and operate the project and, as a
result, is looking at its HVAC systems differently than a typical developer
might. He has to make the numbers and the Toronto Green Standard work,
and in that part of the Beach a certain quality level is a key consideration.
The Toronto Green Standard is a set of guidelines used by the city’s
planning department when approving projects. For the city, it is a tool to
move developers gradually into decarbonization. Evolving voluntary tiers
become mandatory every five years. The expectation is that by 2030 fossil
fuels will not be specified in new Toronto construction projects.
“Geothermal is a long-term investment,” says Demirov. “We will also
have solar PV on the roof – 62 panels or 150 square metres producing

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

A worker prepares geothermal tubing as it is fed into the
boreholes at Demirov’s building.

23 kilowatts. The system should handle all the
power needs of the building, including the
entire HVAC load of about 100 tons. We may
add a battery later (for peak shaving), but it’s
not currently in the plan.”

Central heat pump
A central Mitsubishi heat pump with variable
refrigerant flow (VRF) will draw from the
geothermal heat via heat exchanger during the
winter and for cooling in the summer. During
the shoulder seasons the VRF is designed to
operate as an air source heat pump. Each wellinsulated unit is equipped with a Mitsubishi
energy recovery ventilator (ERV), which
provides fresh air while retaining heating and
cooling energy and managing humidity.
The HVAC load requires 35 geothermal
boreholes, each at 600 feet deep; however,
they are actually drilled at about 620 or 630
feet. That’s because there will be two levels of
below-grade parking, but the boreholes were
drilled before the excavation for the parking
takes place. During the excavation process
the borehole piping is adjusted to feed into

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Geothermal heating and cooling are being used in some very large
projects. This is an artist’s concept of a 542-unit condo complex
currently under construction in Toronto.

manifolds at the lowest level of the garage.
This approach is being repeated in at least two
other Ontario projects this year.

Other projects
In Cambridge, Ont., on Hespeler Road,
two buildings totaling 128 units are being
constructed. One is six floors high and the
other is eight storeys, with three below grade
parking levels.
Again, it’s a mix of affordable and market
rate apartments heated and cooled by

What they all had
in common was
the expected low operating
cost and the opportunity
to meet tightening carbon
regulations in
Ontario cities.

geothermal. Cambridge uses individual
Omega vertically stacked water source heat
pumps models 040, 060, 080 and 100 with
energy efficiency ratios (EER) around 13,
COP above 4.0, BTUs 11,600-26,400 and
usage of 847 to 2031 watts.

Snow melt heat sink
And back in Toronto, as we first reported
last year, geothermal is now underneath The
Plant, a condo building which has now risen
from the ground and features large terraces
and ground level outdoor expanses.
For these, snowmelt via the geothermal
becomes part of the heat sink equation. This
makes it possible to balance the load, so that
the earth underground does not suffer longterm effects from the geothermal. The project
is a 95,000 square foot, 10-floor mixed use
building with a couple of floors of office and
retail at the ground level, and three more
levels for parking below ground.
“We integrate the snowmelt system for
Please see ‘utility’ on page 17
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A utility
model for
geothermal
Continued from page 15

underground parking ramps and outdoor
terraces with the geothermal,” says Connor
Stewart, director of sales at Diverso Energy, the
geothermal system designer. “They’re coolingdominant buildings and the snowmelt rejects
into the ground, adding cooling capacity.”
Similar to the East Beaches project, at The
Plant and in Cambridge, boreholes were about
630 feet originally, then adjusted to 600, while
the parking garage excavation was underway.
The Plant is also ‘dry-cooler-ready,’ in
case the office/residential proportions in the
building change at some point in the future.
“It’s compliant with Tier 2 of the Toronto Green
Standard,” said Stewart. “That’s voluntary, so it
represents a forward-looking approach.”
Stewart’s company cares about the longterm, because in addition to designing and
managing installation of the system, it has set
up a utility model to service and operate the

Diverso Energy’s Connor Stewart in front of The Plant, a large project featuring
geothermal in Toronto’s Liberty Village.
geothermal, like a gas company.
The building contains two-bedroom and
three-bedroom residential suites and is
designed to attract upwardly mobile creative
professionals. As young artists they may have
moved into one of the myriad Liberty Village
starter condos and have since flourished,
along with a community that has transformed
from a low rent bohemian neighborhood to a
more affluent Toronto area.
It is now populated by IT professionals,
architects, entrepreneurs, media people,
restauranteurs, fashion leaders and other
members of Toronto’s expanding creative class.
The building’s theme is urban agriculture, so in
addition to sustainable features, it offers selfwatering aeroponic plant stands on terraces,
kitchen carts for organic compost, seedling
germination, a communal greenhouse, herb
kitchen, vegetable garden and green roof, all
based on the ground source system.

The ‘go-to’ clean system

The Plant project coordinator Patrick
Amorim displays the manifold for the
geothermal system.

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Geothermal is also being selected for some
very large developments in Ontario. In
Mississauga, Ont., two buildings known as the
Shores of Port Credit on Lakeshore Boulevard
will use geo to condition 141 adult rental
units and 161 units of senior living. In uptown
Toronto drilling is underway for Lillian Park,
a 542-unit condo, again two buildings. And
there are more projects coming soon.
Geothermal has long been known as the Rolls

Royce of heating and cooling for big country
houses owned by wealthy people, or farmers
with their own backhoes. That it would grow in
popularity for urban multi-unit residential was
still unlikely a few short years ago.
Things have changed. Cities like Toronto
are tightening up sustainability requirements.
Design-build and vertical integration are
growing. Some developers like Kosta Demirov
or third parties like Diverso are becoming
more involved with the extended life of
projects in ways that impact the original design
and business case for building operations.
Affordable developments are especially
sensitive to the potential benefits of electrified
HVAC systems and predictable energy costs.
It may be too soon to call it a significant
trend, but geothermal has definitely cracked
the commercial market in Ontario, and a
variety of project configurations are being
tested. If you’re not already involved, it could
be a good time to take a second look at the big
leagues of geothermal. 

Bruce Nagy is a Toronto
writer, author of more than
150 articles on clean energy.
His new book, ‘The Clean
Energy Age’ was released
on Amazon by Rowman &
Littlefield in 2018. He can be reached at
bruce.nagy@rogers.com.
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BIGGER. BETTER.
Bigger jobs deserve a
bigger Baxi.
NOW FEATURING
5.0 GPM @ 70˚ TEMP
RISE FOR DHW

205 MBH INPUT

INTRODUCING THE

BAXI Luna

Duo-tec Combi

60 Boiler
GA

95% AFUE, Wall Mounted, Modulating Condensing
Boiler with “THINK Intelligence Within”.

Self-Monitoring
Self-Adjusting
Self-Commissioning Combustion

The THINK combustion management system
continuously monitors the gas and air mix and adapts
its output to efficiently suit requirements.
www.baxiboilers.com
Contact us for more information.
(519) 627-0791
customerservice@mordennational.com

QHeating
HVAC technician Kenn St-Pierre
of Haven Home ClimateCare,
Kingston, Ont. performs a
precision tune-up.

Service departments
increasingly lead
profit generation
By Glenn Mellors

I

f you have been following my
articles you would conclude
that my focus is and always
will be on growth, profitability
and moral responsibility to our
customers.
Years ago, when I started in the
industry selling boxes was the name
of the game and service was referred
to as “a necessary evil”! Back in the
day you could send
potential customers
direct mail, e-mails,
phone calls, or even
knock on everyone’s
door to round up leads.
Today, with tougher
privacy laws, it is far more difficult to “hunt
down” the potential customer. Rather,
we have to make ourselves as visible and

LIGHT UP SEASON

Please see ‘Precision’ on page 21
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Endless hot water...
Your customers demand it.
The NEW Vitotrans 300 provides it!

VITOTRANS 300
Commercial high-output DHW heating station
The new Vitotrans 300 is a compact,
pre-assembled and self-contained DHW heating
station, designed to provide large volumes of
on-demand hot water to commercial and
industrial applications.

Powerful. Cost Effective. No Downtime.
Works seamlessly with any new or existing
hydronic heat source to provide a reliable
and consistent supply of endless hot water
at ﬂow rates of up to 180 GPM.
Eliminates the need for dedicated DHW
heating boilers, batteries of direct or
indirect-ﬁred DHW tanks, or cascades
of tankless water heaters for maximum
cost savings.
Multi-heat exchanger design provides built-in
redundancy and eliminates costly downtime
during service and maintenance.

QHeating

Precision tune-up benefits
customer and provider
Continued from page 19

memorable as we possibly can so that
we are top of mind when consumers go
hunting for us!

The game changer
Success in the HVAC industry now
comes from our service department,
the champions who face our clients in
good times and bad. Our technicians are
the ambassadors for our company, our
marketing department and lead generation
department…a far cry from the days of
them being our “necessary evil”!
In 2020 the successful companies will

be service companies that sell boxes, not
the box company that provides service
to only our own clients! What were we
thinking! What an awesome game changer
– now we get paid to go into someone’s
home and present products and services
that we offer.
So, when does opportunity knock?
In my previous article – “Air Conditioning
season; the nine weeks from hell!” – we
wrote about the predictability of opportunity
as a moving target; the kickoff starts when it
gets hot! So does the furnace season; kickoff
is the first cold night. It’s predictable, yes, but
the date is still a moving target.
And that first cold night is followed by
an abundance of emergency
‘no-heats’ and we start the
cycle again, only this time it is
heating season. Light-up season
is our first round of sales lead
opportunities and our first
opportunity to capture new
customers, or is it?
Can we take the ‘emergency’
out of the heating and cooling
seasons?

techs’! The technician’s job is to uncover
the problems associated with indoor
comfort and advise the customer of their
options. They can then suggest someone
comes out to see them at a time of the
customer’s convenience and then sets up the
appointment with the office.
Often when I ask companies where much
of their business comes from the answer is
always “from past customers”. If this is true,
then I pose the question as to how do we

Our technicians
are the
ambassadors for our
company, our marketing
department and lead
generation department…
a far cry from the days of
them being our
‘necessary evil’!
make more past customers? This statement
gets met with a funny look or a tilted head.
My answer is quite simple.

Creating new ‘past customers’
New opportunities

Education is critical in keeping up to date on
equipment. An apprentice technician installs a
thermostat under the watchful eye of a judge
at Skills Ontario 2019. HRAI member
volunteers organized and ran the residential
HVAC competition

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

We just determined that our
ser vice department is our
marketing department and that
kickoff is the start of our selling
season. What we are really saying
is that every time a service
technician is in a home, we get
an opportunity to sell something.
There is no better opportunity to
market to a client than through the
honest communication between a
customer and technician. They are
the trusted ones that give advice
only and not a pushy sales pitch.
But I am not a fan of ‘selling

Once the person I am talking to realizes I am
serious, they will ask me the question, how
do I create more past customers?
What is the least expensive nonthreatening lowest risk product you sell or
if you don’t should sell? My hope is that
they say, “a precision tune-up”. A pre-season
tune-up has huge benefits for both the
consumer and the provider.
1. The complete tune-up can be performed
ANY time of the year allowing ample time
for a complete testing of the equipment.
2. Any weaknesses can be identified and
repaired before season kickoff.
Please see ‘Offering’ on page 23
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After over 10 years of going through distribution,
GREE Canada is now ready to work directly with dealers.
Get in touch with us at orders@gree.ca or proservice@gree.ca for more details.

WINDOW
AIR CONDITIONERS

PORTABLE AC
AND DEHUMIDIFIERS

www.gree.ca

TTW AND PTAC

DUCTLESS MINI SPLIT
SYSTEMS

CENTRAL HEAT PUMP
SYSTEMS

PROVIDING YOU WITH THE BEST HEAT PUMPS ON THE MARKET.
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Offering options for the customer
Continued from page 21

3. It reduces the number of calls at kickoff from your clients, allowing
you to capture other contractors’ customers.
4. It is performed at a convenient time for everyone.
This is not to be confused with a prepaid maintenance plan service.
A PTU is actually a standalone low risk offer to your customers. The
beauty of this service is that everyone can benefit from a precision
tune-up ANY time of the year, allowing for low cost marketing.
Imagine if you sold your customers 400 PTUs in August or April,
how would technician time management look now? No lay-offs; just
steady 9-5 work.
And the best part; half your clients won’t have to call you on heating
system startup.

A steady revenue stream
The precision tune-up is standalone item that can roll into pre-paid
monthly or annual paid customers.
Imagine a revenue stream of $60,000 every month. This is very
real and happening around you every day. Once you have had the
opportunity to go in on a precision tune-up and show the customer
the value, converting this one-time visit into an annual visit is a piece
of cake. Developing your own group of monthly pay customers is what
we refer to as ‘job security’. Pick your monthly fee and multiply it by
the number of potential customers in your data base and you will be
amazed at the opportunity. Your monthly payment plan should provide
a savings over the one-time PTU price, making it a no-brainer for your
clients to sign up.

potential saving that can be taken today.
Before you know it, you have half your client base on a plan, kicking
off the season over a period of weeks, not days. And for those customers
that didn’t take advantage, you will get them on ‘kickoff ’!
Now that you have many of your customers on “planned” season
kick off, won't it be easier to manage your manpower for the other
364 days! 

Glenn Mellors was born into a plumbing family
and started in the industry in 1973. He entered the
HVAC side of the business in the 80s, working in
wholesale, and then joined Lennox in 1992. In 2008
he joined the ClimateCare Co-operative Corporation,
an Ontario contractor group, where he is director of
training and implementation. Glenn can be reached at
gmellors@climatecare.com.

“Your Trusted Source For Pumps”

Making it work
Here’s how it happens:

Scenario No. 1 – the PTU
You are called out for a PTU, you bring the client into the room to watch
what you do, talking all the while about the benefits of this service and
the need for this to be done annually. Once completed, you go over the
monthly plan. Once there is interest, you offer a significant savings on
today’s visit if they sign up on the monthly plan.

Top Quality, Best Warranty
anty
and Lower Cost = Best Value Pump
• 1.5 million square foot state of the art factory
• Canadian warehouse ensures quick delivery!

Utility, Sump, Sewage, and Well pumps!

Scenario No. 2

160 Pennsylvania Ave. Unit 4, Vaughan, Ontario, L4K 4A9
Ph: (905) 532-0082 Email: sales@hena.ca

Your technician arrives to a no-heat call only to find that the flame
sensor is dirty and not rectifying flame. Your technician explains what
needs to be done and adds a second opportunity. As part of our 21-point
precision tune-up, this repair could be completed as part of the PTU.
The technician explains the benefit of the annual PTU and proceeds
with permission to complete the task. Again, while the customer is
participating, we introduce the benefits of the monthly plan and the

British Columbia and Alberta:
Lowe Mechanical Sales Inc.
1-403-770-9322
www.LoweSales.com

Northern Ontario/Northern Quebec:
Integrity Sales
Ph.: 249-358-0870
Email: sean@integritysales.ca

Saskatchewan & Manitoba:
District Sales Company West
Ph.: 306-209-3938
Email: sales@districsales.ca

Quebec/New Brunswick:
Hydronitech Inc.
Ph.: 514-979-3148
Email: farid.bahiou@hydronitech.ca

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

www.acquaerpumps.com
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Precision combustion analyzer

Upgraded heat pump

The new DC710 combustion analyzer from
TPI Canada measures
up to 10,000 ppm and
can be used in both
residential and commercial applications.
It is Bluetooth compatible with iOS or
Android with the free TPI View app. Users
can see real-time readings on a smartphone
or tablet and send reports from the jobsite.
TPI Canada www.tpicanada.com

The
upgraded
Greensource CDi Series
SM Rev C geothermal
heat pump from Bosch
Thermotechnology offers
a new control (HPC)
microprocessor that
communicates with the
company’s EasyStart app.
This allows technicians
to set up the unit with a smart phone and
run an automatic troubleshooting test. Eight
temperature sensors relay temperature
readouts such as entering water, leaving
water, return air, discharge air, discharge
refrigeration, freeze evaporate, freeze coaxial
and domestic water to the HPC and app.
Bosch www.bosch-climate.us

Efficient electric furnace
Nor t e k G l o b a l
HVAC introduces
the model E7, the
next generation of
its E-Series electric
furnaces for the
Intertherm, Miller, Revolv and Broan brands.
The E7 is a 16-speed model that features a 1/2
HP, electronically commutated motor fan and
a control board that facilitates the 16 speeds.
It offers heat control using DC relays. It is
available in a 29-inch high E7EM heat-only
base unit or 60-inch E7EU up flow and E7ED
downflow models. All three models offer 10,
12, 15, 17, 20, or 23 kW heating elements.
Nortek Global HVAC 
www.nortekhvac.com
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Smart radiator control
The TRV Smart Radiant Control
from Salus enables users to
control their hydronic radiant
panel, baseboard, or radiator. Suitable for
both retrofits and new installations, the
battery-operated smart controller features an
electrical device that works to open and close
the hot water or steam valve. It can control
several heating radiators in the same room
or provide zone control to maintain desired
room temperatures.
Salus www.salusinc.com

Multiple airflow strategy

Condensate drain pans

T h e Yo r k
Sun Choice
rooftop unit
from Johnson
Controls, in
sizes from 15 to
27.5-ton, features a multiple
airflow strategy – including constant volume,
IntelliSpeed multi-speed fan control, variable air volume, and continuous reset single
zone control. The unit integrates with building control systems, including Verasys. An
optional mobile access portal gateway with
Wi-Fi hotspot provides access to commissioning, configuration and maintenance logs
using a mobile smart device.
York www.york.com

The Titan Metal
Series of HVAC
air handling
and furnace
secondary
drain pans from
RectorSeal prevent
property damaging
condensate overflow. It
features one-piece galvanized metal
construction with fortifying reinforcement
creases/indentations and rolled edges. The
drain outlet is 3/4-inch. These pans include
a Safe-T-Switch or AquaGuard drain pan
condensate detection/cut-off switch. They are
available in eight sizes.
RectorSeal www.rectorseal.com

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Enhancing the

Modulating Cyclone® MXi
with feature enhancements that
take innovation to another level.

Receive leak detection alerts with
optional leak detection kit.

Colour icons on the touch screen
display indicate current status.
Intelligent Demand Response (IDR) senses
large water draws and automatically adjusts
the temperature differential to provide
hot water when it is needed the most.

Plus these familiar features:
• Up to 98% thermal efficiency
• Fully modulating combustion
• PermaGlas® Ultra Coat™ glass lining

For more information, please visit

www.hotwatercanada.ca
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COMBINED

+

Popular in Europe, microCHP systems are making
gains in North America
By Simon Blake

C

ombined heat and power systems are not new,
but they are getting smaller to cover more
applications. New to the North American
market are micro-CHP systems, producing
up to 50 kilowatts of electricity, aimed at small
commercial and institutional applications.
Already widely used in Europe, at least two
manufacturers are marketing micro-CHP
units in North America and others are sure
to follow.
“The ability to get
supplemental power
while at the same time
getting hot water is
something we’re looking
at because there are a lot
of areas in Canada and
the U.S. where the grid is stressed. We need
supplementary power and we need to do it
with clean energy,” remarked Tommy Olsen,
market segment manager for Lochinvar,
Lebanon, Tennessee.
And as governments and utilities look
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions while
electrical utilities want to reduce stress on the
grid during peak periods, combined heat and
power systems have a number of things going
for them.

ER

A new direction
“This is a new direction for Lochinvar,”
noted Olsen. “One of the things that we’ve
looked at is our boilers are 96 to 98 percent
efficient, we’ve got sophisticated electronics
and 25-1 modulation. The question came
up, where do you go from there?”
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For the past five years
L o ch i nv ar h a s b e e n
exploring micro CHP
technology. The result
was a partnership with
EC Power in Denmark
announced in April 2018.
As a result of this
collaboration, on Jan. 14
Lochinvar introduced its
XRG125 micro-CHP unit.
“It was a good fit with
our product line and our
customer base,” said Olsen.
“The long-term goal is to
offer alternatives to our
customers that go beyond
the traditional heating of Six Lochinvar CHP units were installed on a farm in Alberta, providing about 115 kW of electricity
and nearly 900,000 Btu/h of hot water for hydronic heating, DHW and snow melt. Excess electricity
hot water with a boiler.”
Lochinvar won’t be is sold back to the utility.
alone in the Canadian
market. Yanmar, headquartered in
sq. ft. turkey breeding barn at Steeple High
infrastructure, installed the off-grid system.
Farms in Tavistock, Ont.
Osaka, Japan, distributes its micro CHP
“Distributed generation micro CHP
Toyota Tsusho Canada in conjunction
systems in Canada through Toyota Tsusho
systems deliver high onsite efficiency,”
Canada, Cambridge, Ont.
with Faromor Ltd., Shakespeare, Ont.,
remarked Faromor CNG president Nicholas
Hendry. “They are able to generate the
correct amount of power at the right time,
They are able to generate the correct amount of
making them much more efficient than the
electrical grid.”
power at the right time, making them
Yanmar launched its CHP business in
1998 with a 9.8 kW model. Today it offers
much more efficient than the electrical grid.
natural gas and propane powered models in
In 2017 Yanmar America Energy Systems
which specializes in ventilation systems for
five and 10 kW versions and a 35 kW natural
announced the installation of a 10 kW
agricultural buildings and sister company
gas version.
CHP system at one of Canada’s first “energy
Faromor CNG, which does natural gas
independent” agricultural facilities, a 24,000
Please see ‘CHP’ on page 29
conversions for vehicles and related
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HEAT & HOT Water in
One Efﬁcient Package.
The Brute FT® Wall Hung
Combination Boiler
& Water Heater.
The Brute FT® delivers outstanding
performance and quick response. Our
modulating technology automatically
adjusts fuel usage to match heat demand –
saving up to 20% on heating utility bills
compared to standard “on-off” boilers!

To ﬁnd out more about the Brute FT®
and other Bradford White products, visit our
exclusive For The Pro® website dedicated to
the professional. You’ll get:
• Product Information
• Technical Documentation
• Marketing & Sales tools
• Training Videos and more…

bwforthepro.com

© 2019 Bradford White Corporation.
All rights reserved. BWPLHV0919
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CHP simple in principle
Continued from page 27

There are a number of companies that
offer micro CHP systems in Europe but
haven’t yet brought the technology to
North America.
Viessmann Manufacturing, Waterloo,
Ont., known for its high efficiency boilers
and related products in Canada, for
example, offers its micro-CHP Vitobloc
200-EM light commercial CHP unit in
Europe.
“Viessmann does manufacture and
sell micro and commercial CHP units in
parts of Europe. There are currently no
immediate plans for market introduction
of these products here in Canada,”
reported Jerry Leyte, director, sales and
marketing, for Viessmann Canada.

How do they work?
A combined heat and power system is
simple in principle. A natural gas (or
propane)-fueled internal combustion
engine drives a generator or alternator
to create electricity. Waste heat from the
engine, the exhaust, and the electrical
components is used to heat hot water,
either directly or through a heat exchanger.
Micro cogeneration plants – up to 50
kW – fit into the most popular DHW
heater market for small commercial
buildings – replacing the 100-gallon
200,000 Btu/h tank type. “Our system is
putting out 163,000 Btu’s, so it will fit into
the most widely used product range in
the market,” reported Olsen.
As a result, the target market is hotels,
colleges, multi-family, agricultural
buildings, etc. or “any place that has a
constant demand for hot water.”
Every building has a steady load for
hot water, whether it’s DHW, hydronic

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

heating, snow melting, etc. “With this
(micro CHP) system we are providing a
base load of heat to that building while

the need for a backup generator in the
event of a power failure. The customer
runs the 10 kW unit in blackout mode
continuously which allows continuous
heat and power even if the grid is down,
the company reported.

Energy and cost savings
The electricity bill is reduced because
the micro co-gen plant can produce
power at lower cost due to better
efficiency. There are no transmission
losses. But that’s not the only factor.
“The other thing is that it reduces
what’s called demand charges or
ratcheting charges. The power
companies look at the operation of
The Viessmann Vitobloc CHP unit drew
a building in 15-minute increments
considerable interest at the ISH 2019
and find out in what increment your
trade show in Frankfurt, Germany.
building uses the maximum amount
of power and they peg your demand
simultaneously giving some 24 kW’s of
charge there because they have to be
electricity and producing that heat from
prepared at any given moment to provide
a single gas source,” said Olsen
that amount of electricity… When we’ve
Designed to integrate seamlessly
looked at electrical use in buildings 50
with current mechanical and electrical
percent of their cost could be in demand
systems, current installations use a small
charges, so we can reduce that peak
backup boiler for peak applications, he
demand by providing supplemental
added. “If the demand goes beyond that
power,” said Olsen.
of the co-gen system, we can use a backup
Sophisticated engines and controls
boiler to provide that supplemental heat.”
minimize natural gas use. Lochinvar uses a
The backup on the electrical side is
four-cylinder Toyota internal combustion
the grid. The Lochinvar system is an
engine that is certified as a stationary
induction system, as opposed to a “black
engine. “The stationary engine standards
start” system that uses a backup generator
for a mechanical room are very similar to
to start the system in a power failure. That
that of a boiler,” noted Olsen. “So, we don’t
means it doesn’t have the expense of a
have any issues with the building codes.”
backup generator, capacitor bank and/or
The entire micro-CHP unit is certified
battery bank.
to ECL, UL, CSA and IEEE standards.
“The utilities are more favorable to this
system because if the grid goes down, we
Installation
go down, so there’s no risk of us putting
A typical installation in a 160-room hotel,
power back into the grid while they are
for example, might look like this: “You
could put two of these co-gens in and
working on the system.”
The system at Steeple High Farm uses
Please see ‘Installs’ on page 31
Yanmar’s blackout start option, avoiding
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Installs just like a boiler
Continued from page 29

produce 350,000 Btu’s of hot water for heat
and at the same time about 48 kW of power.
With a 300,000 Btu/h backup boiler, you’ve
got 650,000 Btu’s of heat, and that 48 kW is
going to supply power for the common area
lighting, the lobby lighting system, parking lot
lighting and things like that, so it’s going to
help reduce the bill,” said Olsen.
The contractor will find that, on the water
side, the installation is similar to a boiler.
Plumbing connections are the same – it’s just
a different heat source. On the electrical side,
with the Lochinvar unit a licensed electrician
is needed to run a 480-volt line from the
power panel to the control panel and the
power unit. “If you need a different voltage,
we can transform it, said Olsen. The 480 volts

starts the generator – it acts as a starter for
the engine and, once the natural gas engine
gets up to 1,850 RPM, the generator begins
transmitting electricity into the building’s

The contractor will
find that, on the
water side, the installation
is similar to a boiler.
grid, back through the control and the same
480-volt line into the building’s power panel.
Venting is stainless steel up to 150 feet vertical.
There needs to be space around it to
perform routine maintenance. Maintenance

intervals on the Lochinvar unit are every
4,000 to 6,000 hours, or once a year. The
unit is designed to go 60,000 hours or more
between engine overhauls – or about 10 years
if the unit is running 16 hours per day. Annual
maintenance is primarily for the engine – oil
and filter changes, spark plugs, etc.
While micro CHP units are extremely
new to the Canadian market, they seem to be
catching on quickly. At the time of writing,
Lochinvar had about 20 units operating in
Ontario and another 10 in the West, reported
Olsen. Most of the units operating in Ontario
are for multi-family buildings while those in
the West have been installed in agricultural
buildings, he added.
With that kind of success, it’s probably only a
matter of time until manufacturers that already
have micro CHP units on offer in Europe bring
them to the North American market. It’s a
technology that contractors and engineers
need to familiarize themselves with. 

The Original Manufacturer of Thermopan

THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER OF THERMOPAN
THE RESIDENTIAL RETURN AIR PANNING STANDARD SINCE 1992

Thermopan is a high-quality alternative to traditional
sheet metal for constructing return air ducts
• Thermopan is available in multiple sizes
• Pre-cut headers also available
• Ask about our Thermopan all-in-one kits
Why professional contractors prefer Thermopan
• Lightweight and easy to install
• No shop fabrication or cut hands
• Saves on labor time
• No duct noise means satisfied homeowners

Same-day shipping on most product lines

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

Visit Thermopan.com
Call 888-678-3709
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These large base mounted pumps need to be installed
by a millwright and require six to eight weeks normal
lead time for ordering. Two parallel pumps are normal
for 100 percent redundancy in case of failure.

DECENTRALIZING

LARGE HYDRONIC SYSTEMS

O

A need to reduce cost and
emissions driving search for
alternatives
By Roy Collver

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

One of the greatest advantages in using
hydronics for heating and cooling large
buildings or groups of buildings is the relative
size of fluid piping versus air ducts that move
heat from where it is produced to where it
is required. Large hydronics save space and
energy over other systems, but we can often
do even better with a bit of a re-think.
Large piping, pumps, boilers and other
components are expensive and can be difficult
to get in a timely manner. Big commercial
pumps, for instance, may have six to eight
weeks or more lead-times from date of
order. Due to the customized nature and
stocking costs of large hydronic specialties,
replacement units and repair parts are seldom
available locally – requiring facility managers
to rely on costly belt-and-suspenders practices
such as:

• Redundant system design, such as parallel
pumps and extra boilers for back-up;
• Keeping and organizing an expensive stock
of spares; and
• Diligence in sustaining ongoing
preventative maintenance programs.
In these days of increasing pressure for
building owners to continually revise and
reduce budgets, what could possibly go wrong?

Reducing energy use, costs
Rocketing up the to-do list for many buildings
is the need to drive down energy use, both
for cost reasons and, increasingly, for carbon
reduction. Energy managers are scrutinizing
every watt of energy used in building systems,
adding layers of control and monitoring and
Please see ‘Changing’ on page 35
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Changing technologies
hasten decentralization
Continued from page 33

retrofitting systems with the latest energy
efficient technology, from variable frequency
motor drives to insulation upgrades to
condensing boilers.
For larger systems, the impact of these
improvements on the budget can be harsh.
Some older high temperature hydronic
systems are especially challenging to try and
optimize for efficiency. There are some good
ideas that may help de-centralize some of
these larger systems and make them more
efficient. It can work for big district heating
systems down to individual buildings.

In these days of
increasing pressure
for building owners to
continually revise and reduce
budgets, what could
possibly go wrong?
New systems can be designed to utilize the
best in energy saving technology right from
the get-go, and we are seeing the dawn a new
age of district energy distribution using lower
temperature hydronics. It is going to make a
lot of sense in some applications, but there are
some alternative ideas in the mix as well. I am
going to save this one as a whole new topic for
discussion in a future article.

An army base upgrade
Back in the mid 1990’s, my friends at Hydronic
Systems, a Toronto rep. agency, got to work
on a really neat project restoring heat at an
old army base in London Ont. I haven’t been
able to get that job out of my head. The base
originally had a central utility plant to provide
distributed steam to all of the buildings on the

www.plumbingandhvac.ca

These smaller pumps are doing approximately the same job as the large ones, but all
four cost about a quarter of the price of one large pump and they can be installed by
an apprentice plumber.
base. A lot of things came together to make
this a viable project:
• The plant had been decommissioned;
• Most of the buildings were not being used
so that disruption was not an issue;
• They needed a solution to restore heat to the
buildings;
• The contractor was able to run natural gas
lines wherever they wanted to; and
• There was enough room in each building to
build a small boiler room.

They had a commercial condensing boiler
line (Fulton Pulse) that could be side-wall
vented. The result was a decentralized large
system (and a lot of scrap steel pipe).
Unfortunately, it is rare for all of these
factors to coalesce. Most facilities with
central utility plants are things like hospitals,
universities, airports, factories and the like.
Disruption is normally not an option, and
Please see ‘Many’ on page 36
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Many ICI buildings present opportunities
Continued from page 35

these types of projects can go on for months,
even years – but keep an eye out for the
possibilities because hydronic heating today
has all of the tools to make these types of
conversions work really well.

Full steam ahead!
Why were these systems not decentralized
from the get-go? As hydronic systems
evolved at the turn of the century, my read is
that engineers were still working from what
I call the navy mentality. As on a ship – landbased boiler plants needed to be close to the
fuel supply, which in those days was coal
or bunker oil. They also needed constant
attendance by stokers and stationary
engineers to operate the boilers without
having them blow up.
Unlike ships, a land-based boiler plant
could be given its own building – keeping the
noise, stink and other nasty stuff away from
the paying customers. Although steam was
the distribution medium of choice in these big
plants, high temperature water distribution
became popular as time went on.
And if the boiler(s) could heat one building,
they could heat other buildings nearby, thus
huge boilers, huge pumps, huge pipes to run
through basements and tunnels, large heat
losses, and a big maintenance crew to keep an
eye on everything became the norm.
And security – don’t forget security. Back
in my days at the University of Guelph, Ont.,
some ne’er do wells explored ways to be able
to get down into the mythical utility tunnels
to play – bad idea. The tunnels were reported
to be really hot, one place these systems
lose energy, and also housed the electrical
lines used to keep all that superheated water
moving around the campus.

Innovations aid decentralization
The following developments made it easy
to decentralize and provide highly efficient
and smaller hydronic systems to individual
buildings or clusters of buildings:
• Distributed natural gas, fuel oil and propane
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provide fuel supplies that can feed a boiler
on demand, without supervision.
• Off-the-shelf compact commercial boilers:
these plug and play automatic boilers of
all sizes come with enough integral safety
devices to make stationary engineers
unnecessary.

individual boiler rooms, but it might be
possible in some cases. Single large pumps
can be eliminated if you can split off the
piping system branch lines and turn them
into zones, each one supplied by a smaller
“smart” circulator.
Learn everything you can about primary-

For larger systems, the impact of these improvements
on the budget can be harsh. Some older high
temperature hydronic systems are especially
challenging to try and optimize for efficiency.
• Off-the-shelf, mass-produced hydronic
specialties (pumps, valves, etc.) –
inexpensive and easily obtained from local
sources. Easily replaced in case of failure.
• Electronic controls: some are simple “set
and forget”, but for complex buildings,
Building Automation Systems (BAS) give
operators the ability to monitor and adjust
components 24/7 from remote locations.
There are applications where the central
utility plant is still a good solution. Solid
fuel boilers using biomass are best employed
in central heating plants. Large hospitals,
prisons, airports and schools have security
and operational needs that are often best
served from a central location away from the
public. There are many other opportunities
however, in buildings large and small, to try
and “right size” hydronic systems and their
components for cost and efficiency reasons.
You should be on the lookout for them.

Smaller systems benefit too!
This idea is not new and not just for huge
systems. Individual buildings with central
boiler rooms can benefit as well. Whenever
you see an application where there are
large and lengthy runs of distribution and
recirculation piping, you should ask yourself
if there might be a way to divide a building
up into multiple zones, each served by its own
system.
This does not necessarily mean building

secondary piping – it is a powerful tool.
Single large boilers can also be replaced with
multiple boilers, a very common practice
these days using modulating condensing
boilers. Of course, the best time to do this is
when designing a new system, but the retrofit
of existing buildings is often quite easy.
For those problem buildings, don’t try and
pound a square peg into a round hole – pick
your battles. It is important to review each
zone’s heating load because it is not unusual
to find out that you can further downsize due
to previous upgrades to the structure or usage
patterns that have changed.
The decentralization approach is also
being expanded in the HVAC world with
individual mini-split heat pumps used
instead of central heat/cool furnaces. Point of
use DHW heaters are playing the same role.
I stayed in a new hotel in Calgary recently
that uses decentralized on-demand hot water
heaters to supply clusters of individual rooms,
eliminating the need for whole building DHW
recirculation piping. Put on your thinking
caps and get creative! 

Roy Collver is an author
and consultant on hydronic
heating based in Qualicum
Beach, B.C. He can be
reached at
hoth2o@shaw.ca
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PEX

PIPING INDUSTRY MATURES
Widely used today,
new applications
continue to be found
By Leah Den Hartogh
The use of PEX piping has solidified within
the plumbing and heating industry after
its initial introduction back in the 1970s.
Plumbers, engineers, designers, architects,
and HVAC technicians were so used to using
copper and other types of piping material that
the change occurred slowly.

PEX is the Swiss
army knife
of piping materials.
Once accepted however, the PEX market
accelerated. “The initial issue was getting
people used to something that wasn’t copper.
This was the first challenge that copper had
when they were trying to convert people from
black iron pipe,” said Kolyn Marshall, system
design engineer for Watts, North Andover,
Massachusetts.
Today, PEX is commonly used in any sort
of water conveyance, hydronic radiant heating,
snow melting systems, base board and fan coil

Hot and cold PEX water lines are clearly identified by colour.
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Please see ‘Commercial’ on page 41
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SUPERIOR
PROTECTION.

COOL RUNNING.

CLASSIC CAST IRON.
With more models to choose from and quality
assembly right here in the U.S.A.*, Liberty is
supporting American workers - all while giving
you the highest level of basement protection.
Choose from the cool-running deep-ﬁnned
aluminum models or classic cast iron in 1/4
thru 3/4 hp performance.

*Quality Built American Manufacturing - Bergen, NY on
all 230, 240, 250, 280, 290, and 450-series sump pumps.

A Family and Employee Owned Company
Copyright © Liberty Pumps, Inc. 2019 All rights reserved.
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Commercial PEX market growing
Continued from page 39

delivery systems, and radiant cooling systems,
to name a few. It is even used to provide radiant
heating in artificial turf stadiums like BMO
Field in Toronto. “PEX is the Swiss army knife
of piping materials,” remarked Lance MacNevin,
P.Eng., director of engineering – building &
construction, and power &
communications divisions
for the Plastics Pipe Institute
(PPI), Irving, Texas (www.
plasticpipe.org).

New applications

In this multi-unit building, manifolds
distribute hot and cold water to
each suite.

New applications for PEX
are still being created today.
“People tend to play,” said
Marshall. Solar collectors
can use a combination of
PEX and copper to transfer heat. One thing
to keep in mind though, is that PEX can
deteriorate if exposed to high levels of UV,
which limits any outdoor application where
the piping is exposed.
“I think PEX is a pretty amazing material
and there will be more applications in the
future that we can’t quite guess at this time,”
said Wade Peterson, vice president of sales
and marketing for HeatLink, Calgary.
“If we could find some way to grow and
make it more of a cohesive hybrid situation
where we have hydronic heating and radiant
cooling that works more harmoniously
together, I think that is the real new frontier.”

Continued growth
PEX manufacturers see the market continuing
to grow. Everyone believes PEX is here to stay.
In the residential single-family home,
contractors must look for the cheapest
possible price when installing PEX, while in
commercial applications they must look for
consistency, performance, delivery, and then
cost, remarked Charlie Harte, general manager
of Canada for Uponor, Mississauga, Ont.
But whether or not there will be other types
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of piping that will take part of the market
share remains to be seen.
Mike Martin, vice president of the western
region for CB Supplies, believes that PEX
might need to share the market in the future.
“There is going to be other products that
might take parts of the market.” In fact, CB
Supplies also manufactures PERT tubing,
as reported in a previous issue of Plumbing
& HVAC. PERT is now being used in many
of the same hydronic and potable water
applications as PEX.
Today PEX dominates the residential
plumbing market and is the staple pipe used in
radiant heating applications. A previous article
in Plumbing & HVAC, April 2016 explored
the expanding use of PEX in commercial
applications and reported a reluctance from
some engineers and designers to adopt PEX for
commercial buildings. Today, that reluctance
appears to be dwindling.
“We are continuing to see more people in
commercial spaces – contractors, designers,
engineers – who previously were more
resistant to PEX adopt it with more willingness
and excitement. And that’s going to really
continue to drive the multi-family business
and the residential business which has already
over 90 per cent adopted PEX,” reported Seth
Larson, plastics product manager for Viega,
Broomfield, Colorado.
The industry appears to agree that PEX piping
is making a move in commercial applications.
But not quite in every profession in the industry.
“I would agree PEX has made a storm into
commercial applications but there is a delay of a
pickup from engineers. As the engineering
consultant groups really turn over, as the older
employees set in their ways retire, the newer
engineers are more open to ideas that seem to
be heinous to their bosses,” explained Harte.

New competition
As previously stated, there is concern for
what types of piping would next begin to
Please see ‘New’ on page 43
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New competition from within
Continued from page 41

take some of the market share away from
PEX. Competition is now coming from
within the plastic piping industry: PERT. It
has only recently been adopted within the
certifications and codes in Canada. (For a
more thorough look at PERT, check out our
article in the Dec. 2018 issue.)
Peterson suggested that codes need to
create different categories for the three

different types of PEX – PEX A, B, and C.
Three methods can be used to crosslink
polyethylene into PEX. With PEX A, peroxide
is used as the cross-linking agent, PEX B
uses silane as the cross-linking catalyst, and
in PEX C, an electron beam cross links the
HDPE molecules.
Peterson believes that it would have been
beneficial if each of the different types of
PEX had their own codes and classifications.
However, he doesn’t think that it would be
practical at this point to go back and separate
the different types of PEX in the codes. It’s up
to the manufacturers to differentiate them, he
added.
Peterson isn’t the only person to question
the codes for PEX and PERT. Dale Hanscomb,
sales and location manager of building
solutions for Rehau Industries, Burlington,
Ont., said that the current codes maintain a
fair minimal bar for the industry. However,
he notes that the codes could be tightened to
ensure better systems.
Most people agreed with Peterson that
the codes are pretty good, including Martin
who explained that the codes in Canada are
helpful for the industry as a whole.
Industry standards such as ASTM F876
and F877, and CSA B137.5 were developed
specifically for PEX tubing and fittings, and all
piping materials used for potable water must
be certified to NSF/ANSI/CAN Standard 61
for use in Canada, reports Peterson. PEX
originally received a product standard from
CSA back in 1984 and was incorporated into
building codes around 1995.

Benefits and challenges
While this article
is about PEX,
the reality in
just about every
building today
is that multiple
pipe materials
are used
depending on the
application and
the codes.
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PEX has been part of the piping industry
so long at this point that those that are only
making the switch now can be described as
late adopters. The advantages of PEX were
repeated by almost every person interviewed
for this article. This includes ease of use and
installation, less fasteners required, flexibility,
durability, no torch or soldering required, lack
of corrosion, less cost, longer life, lighter, and
Please see ‘Training’ on page 45
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Training courses teach best PEX practices
Continued from page 43

Limitations

easy to learn.
Copper pipes can be susceptible to
corrosion due to aggressive water while PEX
is immune from that, reports MacNevin. He
also notes that there is a security benefit for
PEX compared to copper which can see issues
from thieves stealing copper pipes from job
sites.
The important note for contractors is that
since the basic performance of PEX piping
will be the same, they should look at what
accessories for the pipe are highlighted by the
manufacturer to determine which product is
best for the installation, explains MacNevin.
Fittings matter. PEX is typically joined by
compression (crimp or press) or expansion
fittings. Some fittings can restrict flow, so
that’s something to consider.

Like any type of product, there needs to be
some training and education to understand
how to properly install the piping. “Every
building is different, and you don’t want to
just take your copper system and then put a
PEX system on it,” explained Larson.
“We always encourage plumbers to get a
proper training course, even if it’s for a half
a day, just so they know the joining system
correctly, how tightly they can bend it, and
how often to fasten it,” said MacNevin.
Another challenge for PEX piping is that
chlorine, in extreme applications, is known to
stress the pipe. This usually only occurs when
municipalities over-chlorinate water to kill
bacteria.
PEX is known to have a higher expansion
rate and has the potential to move quite a
bit. “It can be negative,” argues Marshall. “As
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long as you account for it. There shouldn’t be
a problem.” PEX will expand 1.1 inches for
every 10 degree rise in temperature in every
100 feet of pipe.
Temperature can also be a limitation for
PEX pipe. In most applications, it can handle
up to 180 degrees Fahrenheit, which is higher
than any typical plumbing or hydronic
heating application.
PEX has overcome the majority of the
challenges that it faced in the early days,
said Marshall. The initial issue was just
getting people used to something that
wasn’t copper. “When you have a leap in
innovation and technology, you always have
the early adopters and the late adopters,”
he explained. The next issue will be
determining what innovation will be next
to compete with PEX for the majority in the
marketplace. 
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Get your
order faster
Same-day orders ready in 60 minutes!
With Express Pick-Up, your same-day
Wolseley order can be ready for pickup
at your local branch within the hour.*
Place an Express Pick-up order
Online through wolseleyexpress.com,
by phone, email, or fax

Head to your selected branch for pick-up
Your order will be ready within the hour*

Grab your order & go!
Skip the line, head to the Express Pick-up area
at the branch for your order

Shop online at

*Express Pick-Up depends on branch hours of the location
selected and product availability at the location selected.
Select products are excluded. Orders will be held for 24 hours
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Motorized valve replacement

Automated wafer valve

The QuickTop zone valve from Taco
is a replacement option for normally
closed, synchronous motor zone
valves. It is ideal for closed-loop hydronic heating and cooling systems,
fan coil units and baseboard systems. It features an easily removable
actuator. The new zone valve comes in half-inch, 3/4-inch, and oneinch sizes.
Taco www.tacocomfort.com

Bonomi’s new direct-mount ANSI Class 150
automated wafer ball valve packages are available in one-inch to four-inch sizes. The 723/724
series wafer ball is made of TFM with a special
grooved flex design. It is available in stainless
or carbon steel cast bodies and can deal with
temperatures from minus 4F to 366F. It has been designed to pair with
Valbia pneumatic or electric actuators.
Bonomi www.bonominorthamerica.com

Oxygen barrier PERT
X-PERT S5 oxygen barrier PERT
tubing from Roth is designed for
hydronic heating and cooling applications. The five-layer structure provides
outstanding long-term hydrostatic
design strength. Maximum operating
pressure and temperatures is 100 PSI at 180F (or 200 PSI at 73F). It
is compatible with press, crimp and expansion fitting systems. It can
also be joined using fusion methods. It is available in all common sizes
from 5/16 to one inch.
Roth Industries www.roth-usa.com

Line set seal
The Flaretite seal from RectorSeal is designed
to prevent leaks in refrigerant line sets. It
consists of a stamped copper ring with concentric ridges formed by a baked-on Loctite
Vibra-Seal coating. The ridges create multiple sealing points of contact to prevent leaks
from copper tubing flare connections used
with 1/4, 3/8, 1/2, 5/8, and 3/4-inch refrigeration line sets. It features
three stamped notches to help hold it in place during compression fitting tightening.
RectorSeal www.rectorseal.com

When it comes to water, it’s all about pressure. Whether you’re looking
for pressure boosting, constant pressure, or pressure regulation, our
Little Giant® Inline product portfolio provides the right tools to bring your
customer’s challenges under control. Ideal for new or existing applications,
your customer will have the water they need when they demand it.

littlegiant.com
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The NEW spin in town !
SANIFLO brings
bladeless technology
with the new

VORTEX SERIES
SANICUBIC VX
®

• Two models: Sanicubic 1 VX simplex lift station
(model #049) and SANICUBIC 2 VX duplex lift station
(model #099)
• Vortex impeller capable of handling large diameter solids
• 2’’ or 4’’ pipe discharge capabilities / up to 250 gallons
per minute
• Direct service access to the motors and level sensors
without draining

Sanicubic 1 VX

Sanicubic 2 VX

A PUMP COMPANY SINCE 1958
WWW.SANIFLO.CA

QPlumbing
The potential for a trench
collapse in this situation
is high, with no shoring
and heavy equipment
operating on top.

Misdirected

“When your day comes to settle down, who’s to
blame if you’re not around?”
These Supertramp song lyrics ring in my
head as soon as I walk onto a jobsite and I can’t
count the number of times they have kept me
safe at work. Hopefully my day to settle down
is not too far off so I’m really trying to ride it
out in one piece.
Sadly, many of my workmates will not get to
enjoy the fruits of their lifetime of hard labour
as the ultimate price is paid far too often for my
liking. We in the plumbing trade suffer from
sore backs and knees mostly, but last year there
were 26 jobsite fatalities in Ontario alone and some of them were plumbers.
I had an opportunity to talk with safety consultant Graham Chevreau (Chevreau
Consulting Ltd., Kitchener, Ont.) on the subject and he reports that according to the
Ontario Ministry of Labour, gravity is to blame for the majority of the on-site injuries.
Most of the time it’s a case of the worker falling, but there are many cases of injury due
to objects falling on workers, which can be just as harmful. In fact, there were six deaths
last year listed in the “crushed or struck by” category and one from trench collapse,
which is a separate category for some reason.

MACHISMO

Don’t let your pride make
the job site a dangerous place!
By Mark P. Evans

Please see ‘Safe’ on page 51
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When Life Safety
When entering a commercial building,
there’s a reasonable assumption that it’s
VDIHIRURFFXSDQWVDQGȴUVWUHVSRQGHUV
If plumbed with cast iron, it is safe,
sustainable, and a non-combustible
SURGXFW$QGWKDWȇVUHDVVXULQJ
With the movement to remove plastics
from society due to their negative impact
on health and the environment, isn’t it time
to make smart choices?

Choose cast iron soil pipe
DQGȴWWLQJV

SAFE Non-combustible and sustainable
RECYCLED Made from postconsumer recycled metal

REUSABLE Completely recyclable
at the end of its service life

RESPONSIBLE LEED V4/Living
Building Challenge Declare Status

MADE IN CANADA
%LEE\6WH&URL[FRP
800-463-3480
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QPlumbing

A trench box keeps
workers safe on this job.

This trench is relatively safe because it is wide and shallow.

Safe work practices need
to be continuous
Continued from page 49

Too close to home
This to me is a horrifying way to go, possibly
because it hits closer to home. My own
brother was nearly a victim of trench collapse
but narrowly escaped by leaping straight up at
the first sign of trouble. He was buried up to
the waist and had to be dug out by others, but
was otherwise uninjured.
He and I worked together for many years,
so I know that the situation must have
appeared safe to him as he was a very safety
conscious individual. This taught me that it’s
impossible to predict such things, so I insist
on a WIDE opening and/or “shoring” before I
will go into or send my workers into a trench.
It’s also the law.
I have refused to enter what I deemed to
be an unsafe situation and when I did, they
just got someone else to do that portion of
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the job… more than once. I don’t have the
authority to keep fools out of those situations,
so I’ve been witness to many close calls.

the whole, we need them to enforce practices
that reduce the risk of injury.
I worked on a large project being built
next to an existing grade school a while back
and during the course of the project I got
talking to some of the teachers at the school
about their working conditions compared to
what I was expected to accept. Through our
discussions I learned that I and many of my

Sure, no-one wants to pay a fine for not
wearing their hard hat in an open field but on
the whole, we need them to enforce practices
that reduce the risk of injury.
Safety should be a hindrance
It strikes me as odd that when a “blue hat”
shows up on site, many workers run and hide,
unsafe conditions are temporarily corrected
and the safety inspector is considered a
hindrance to the project. I just don’t get it.
Sure, no-one wants to pay a fine for not
wearing their hard hat in an open field but, on

workmates had equal or greater training than
them, but we worked regularly in situations
that they would have never accepted.
Also, they would have banded together
and would have refused to work until the
conditions were made suitable to do so. Why
Please see ‘Repetitive’ on page 53
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New Dial for Bowl Water Control:
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Fluidmaster, Inc. | San Juan Capistrano, CA | 800.631.2011

QPlumbing

Repetitive stress injuries becoming common
Continued from page 51

we in the trades put up with conditions that
threaten our well-being remains a mystery.

Minimizing risk
It’s a tough job and I admit that injuries will
still occur in spite of all the precautions being
taken. I’ve had my share of hospital visits and
painful procedures even though I really try
to be safe. One example involved getting my
eyeball ground to remove a sliver of metal
even though I was wearing safety glasses.
Also, I’ve spent weeks in therapy to mend a
sore knee even though I wore knee pads and
safety boots. In fact, the boots led to the injury
in my knee when I repeatedly twisted it during
a renovation. I simply didn’t step high enough
out of the trench before turning and it caused
significant damage. As I maneuvered in the
very limited space, the concrete grabbed my
boot and pain occurred. I’m better now, but
all the years in the business are taking their
toll despite my efforts to reach my golden
years in good health.
Repetitive movements aren’t as dramatic
but still wear on the body. The “smaller”
injuries like carpal tunnel syndrome and
arthritis are far more common, but less likely
to receive recognition as a hazard.
I think cordless drills will be shown to
cause this type of condition; I sure do feel
the effects in my own wrist from all the years
of use. I’m old enough to remember a time
before these tools became essential. Back
in the day, we only had burns, scrapes and

Basement drain repairs can be hard on
the knees and back over time. Oh, and
remove your foot from the trench before
turning!
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gouges to fill in the ‘smaller” injury category.
I used to joke that I couldn’t afford tattoos,
so I got my individuality from involuntary
scarring. They made for great conversation
and it was free.
These types of injury are rarely reported but
are often complained about among friends. It
seems like it carries a type of social stigmatism
and those that suffer are un-willing to admit
to an “un-manly” condition.
It’s time to speak out and stop the trend of
silence. We have to be the voice of the next
generation of trades workers and demand safe
working conditions because in my opinion
we have let embarrassment and misdirected
machismo make our business more dangerous
than it should be. 

Workers must be aware of what’s going
on around them. A truck unloading
between two closely spaced houses
could spell disaster if they are in the
wrong place.

Mark P. Evans
is a contractor, master
plumber and heating
technician based
in Waterloo, Ont.
He can be reached at
mark.evans@live.ca
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Relax. There’s no need to worry
about being in hot water.
John Wood offers state-of-the-art, high-efficiency residential
water heaters that can help your customers save on utility
costs and enjoy a truly relaxing shower.
To find out more visit
johnwoodwaterheaters.com

QTools & Instruments
Sectional machine cart
Ridgid has announced a new transport cart for their K-5208 sectional
drain cleaning machine for easier
jobsite maneuvering and storage.
Designed to reduce plumber fatigue, it features an integrated stair
climber to minimize body strain
when climbing and descending
stairs. It can be stored horizontally
and vertically. The back wheel locks to enhance stability. The K-5208
weighs 30 per cent less than the Ridgid K-1500 sectional machine and
is designed for drains two to eight inches in diameter.
Ridgid www.ridgid.com

Precision thermometer
Ontor Limited announces Klein Tool’s dual IR/probe thermometer. The IR07 can measure temperatures from -40 C
to 300C. It can also measure air vent and duct temperatures using its probe and hands-free hanging hook. It
can accurately measure surface temperature with its
infrared thermometer (DS 8:1). It can also measure
liquid temperatures.
Ontor Ltd. www.ontor.com

Easy threaded rod cutting
Milwaukee Tool has unveiled their new
M18 brushless threaded rod cutter for
making cuts in the most common sizes of
threaded rod. It delivers burr-free cuts for
threading nuts on by hand. It has the power to cut through 1/4, 3/8,
and 1/2-inch mild steel, and 1/4- and 3/8-inch stainless steel threaded
rod in seconds. The tool is optimized for overhead cutting but can be
laid flat on its back for prefab cutting. The M18 comes with Milwaukee’s
RedLithium 2.0Ah battery that delivers over 400 cuts per charge.
Milwaukee www.milwaukeetool.ca.

Quick copper pipe prep
The Brasotek solution from Marketair Inc. offers a new
method for prepping copper pipe and fittings prior to
brazing. It is applied on the surface surrounding the
weld area and evaporates within five to 10 seconds.
The surface area remains usable for 90 minutes. It is
designed to reduce the time needed to clean joints to
braze copper line sets, conserving filler rod and flux while requiring
lower brazing temperatures. Primarily for AC line sets, it can also be
applied to most plumbing, hydronic heating, or any installations requiring brazing of copper pipe and fittings.
Marketair www.marketair.com.

SEALANTS, WRAPS, COLLARS & PADS

www.HoldRite.com
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63%

energy saving potential
in today’s buildings and
industrial processes

is realizing a more energy
efficient city infrastructure
Canadian infrastructure investments are on the rise, and with ambitious climate
and energy targets in place, Danfoss has been helping make Canadian cities more
efficient and sustainable for 65 years. Heating and cooling consume as much as
40 percent of a building’s total energy use. Danfoss solutions like AC drives, variable
speed compressors and hydronic control valves help cut energy consumption and
improve comfort and control. City-wide, Danfoss’ innovative district heating solutions
amplify efficiencies — cost-effectively boosting energy productivity, minimizing
environmental impacts and helping cities plan for a sustainable future. With Danfoss,
our cities can get more out of less without sacrificing performance or reliability.
Discover how we’re Engineering Tomorrow at danfoss.ca

QRefrigeration

In a new system or
repair/renovation,
joints are left
unpainted until
the pressure test is
completed.

PNEUMATIC PRESSURE TESTING
A critical step in
refrigeration system
commissioning
By Greg Scrivener

P

neumatic pressure testing is done on
refrigeration systems and equipment
in the factory where they are
manufactured, when they are installed and
any time in their life that the refrigerant
piping is opened. Which means it’s done
a lot.

Why do we do it?
The preferred method of pressure testing
components is hydrostatic, using water.
In fact, most refrigeration vessels are
hydrostatically pressure tested in the
factory and then dried (hopefully) before
they are installed in a refrigeration system.
This is because hydrostatic testing is less
dangerous and can often be done more
accurately. Pneumatic pressure testing
creates a situation where a significant
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amount of energy is stored in the piping
system during the test.
In the field, hydrostatic pressure testing
of refrigeration systems is not possible
since moisture is very detrimental to
system operation and efficiency. It is hard
enough to remove the moisture that gets
in our systems from the air during an
installation, never mind purposely putting
water in the piping to test it.
Notwithstanding this fact, I have had two
occasions in my life where a code official
has been fairly adamant that pneumatic
testing was not allowed. Currently, in
Alberta, you must provide a letter to the
authority outlining your test procedure
and the reason a pneumatic test is required.
Please see ‘Standards’ on page 59
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Canadian reﬁllable cylinders available

Make the Switch
to Solstice® N40

Solstice N40 (R-448A) offers 5-10% lower energy consumption, a 68%
reduction in global-warming-potential and lower environmental impact
on the planet. Solstice N40 is approved for use by all major compressor
and component manufacturers, and is a near-drop-in replacement for
R-404A, allowing for easier installations and conversions. Talk to us
today to ﬁnd out more.
For more information visit: https:www.honeywell-refrigerants.com
or Call 800-631-8138

© 2019 Honeywell International. All Rights Reserved.

QRefrigeration

Standards differ on test length
Continued from page 57

Why is it dangerous?
When a gas is compressed, all of the
energy used to compress it (minus some
losses like friction) is stored in the piping
system. This can be a large amount of
energy and in the event of a rupture or
large failure, this energy can be released
very quickly.
This re-expansion differs from what
happens in a refrigeration leak somewhat
because refrigerant leaks have a selfarresting quality. When refrigerant is
released rapidly, liquid evaporates quickly
and cools the remaining liquid, which
lowers the pressure in the system. This
is not meant to imply that ruptures of a
refrigeration system aren’t dangerous, but
that special care should be taken when we
are doing pneumatic testing.
There are two types of risks to consider
and both are well defined in the American

particularly ammonia systems when
the moisture concerns are not as salient.
However, for halocarbons and CO2
Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) systems where it is critical to minimize
moisture content in the system, air is not
PCC-2 Repair of Pressure Piping
a good choice.
Equipment standard. There could be a
blast caused by the rapid expansion of
the gas and there could be fragments of
Notwithstanding
material that are thrown as a result of the
this fact, I have
failure.
PCC-2 provides methods to calculate
had two occasions in my life
the blast and fragment throw radius
distances, as shown in Fig. 1.
where a code official has
Other methods are available as well.
The risk area is then kept evacuated during been fairly adamant that
a pressure test to prevent injuring anyone.
Two problems arise: First, the distances pneumatic testing
can be large on big systems (We’ve had was not allowed.
to close roads!) and evacuations are a
nuisance. Second, how do you find the
There is a lot of debate about the length
leak if you can’t go near the system?
of time to leave a pressure test. ASME
B31.5, the main refrigerant pressure
Procedures and concerns
piping standard, only requires 15 minutes
Pressure testing is usually done with
at 10 percent above design pressure. CSA
dry nitrogen or another inert gas. Air
B52, Canada’s refrigeration safety code,
is sometimes used on large systems,
requires two hours at design pressure. It
is true that the longer the pressure test,
the more likely it is to find small leaks.
However, it is also true that the longer you
leave a pressure test, the more likely you
are to be misled by any small changes.
There is a myth that nitrogen pressure
during a pressure test isn’t influenced by
external factors. This is simply not true.
Nitrogen is affected by temperature just
like other gases. It may not be significant,
but consider that this will often change.
Fig. 2 illustrates this point by showing
how the pressure of nitrogen is affected
by temperature in a fixed volume. Given
an initial test pressure of 300 psig at 75°F,
the pressure would fall to approximately
280psig at 40°F.
With Gateway, it's personal.TM

PSV 01

PV

TSUU T'INA
ALBERTA

TSUU T'INA

PRESSURE TEST RELIEF VALVES
TEST
NUMBER

DESIGN PRESSURE
(psig)

TEST PRESSURE
(psig)

MODEL #

SIZE

1

250

275

HANSEN 5601

1/2'' X 1''

2

300

330

HANSEN 5601

1/2'' X 1''

SET PRESSURE
(psig)

AIR CAPACITY
(scfm)

300

913

350

1059

Fig. 1: An example of PCC-2 calculation results.
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PNEUMATIC
PRESSURE
TEST

R-0

Please see ‘Temperature’ on page 61
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Premium Performance and Quality
Efficient Heat and Hot Water
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Made in
Canada

Eco-King Boilers & Indirect Tanks
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All Eco-King residential boilers, combi
boilers, commercial boilers and stainless steel
indirect tanks available across Canada.
MORE INFO @
www.kingheatingSURGXFWV.com

Subscribe to Eco-King on:

QRefrigeration

Temperature affects
nitrogen pressure
Continued from page 59

hour pressure test required for CSA B52
can be used to complete the mandatory
leak checking (below).
There is a caveat to the last statement,
so before you get too excited that you
can rush through a pressure test, recall

completed until after the tests.
A final point of interest applies to piping
networks and vessels being pressure tested
in the winter, particularly those that use
steel (almost every pressure vessel). If
the ambient temperature is below the
minimum design metal temperature
(MDMT) of the steel, it should not be
under design pressure. In some cases,
this means there is a necessity to hoard
and heat piping for testing. If you recall a

Fig. 2: The change in test pressure as
the temperature changes.
This change is obviously not
insignificant. However, you can use the
ideal gas law to estimate or predict what
the change will be and since the volume
doesn’t change, you can use the simplified
version of the law below.

P1 P2
=
T1 T2
While doing this can definitely help,
I can attest to the fact it’s not always that
easy to figure out what the temperature
really is. For a small system it can done.
But think about a large complicated piping
network where some piping is out in the
sun, some is in a heated building, some
in a freezer, and some in unconditioned
space. What is the temperature?
With the understanding now that these
pressure tests have limitations, particularly
trying to use small pressure changes to
deduce a leak, the question becomes: how
long of a test is long enough?
There is real risk in invalidating the test
if you left the test for a long period of time.
I used to recommend a long pressure test,
but I’ve changed my approach somewhat
over the last several years and while 15
minutes may be too short in some cases, it
is usually sufficient to find a leak. The two-
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On this project, the piping is being insulated after completion of the pressure test.
that the 15-minute pressure test must be
at 110 to 120 percent of design pressure.
For R410A refrigerant, this means the test
needs to be at almost 500 psig. The higher
pressure means that relief devices and
some components need to be removed
and then reinstalled on the system after
the test is complete.

Leak versus pressure test
The other requirement in ASME B31.5 is
for a leak test, which is distinctly different
from a pressure test. A leak test can be a
soap test or the use of a leak detector with
a tracer gas in the nitrogen. Every joint on
the system must be checked, which means
that insulation cannot be 100 percent

similar discussion in an article a long time
ago, this heating is necessary to have an
effective evacuation as well.
There is a lot to think about when doing
pneumatic pressure tests, more than most
of us were ever taught in school! 
Greg Scrivener
is a refrigeration
consultant for Cold
Dynamics in Calgary. He
is a professional engineer,
journeyman refrigeration
mechanic and holds
RSES CMS designation in commercial
refrigeration. He can be reached at
greg.scrivener@colddynamics.com
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QHow it's Made
Chad Euverman
displays the first
boiler created on
the company’s new
production line.

Made in B.C. boiler line
End of European production required
drastic measures from Canadian importer
By Simon Blake
What do you do if you’ve built a business
around a high efficiency European boiler
and then the manufacturer decides to end
production? Most would find another
product or close up if none could be found.
But one small B.C. company decided to go
into manufacturing.
Company president Chad Euverman,
with help and advice from dad Bill,
launched Eco-King in his garage in
Langley, B.C. in 2009 and began selling
products in 2010 – a wall-mounted boiler
and an indirect DHW tank.
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The company quickly outgrew its Langley
location and set up shop in Surrey, B.C.
Initially, Eco-King focused on serving the
B.C. and Alberta markets. Within five years
it had expanded into the U.S. market and,
during 2014-15, it expanded across Canada,
opening a warehouse in Brantford, Ont. to
serve the East.
In this time period the company was also
expanding it’s product line, introducing larger
commercial boilers up to 500,000 Btu/h and a
line of high efficiency unit heaters.

Risk and opportunity
Everything was going well until the company’s
European supplier stopped making the wallmounted boilers that had been so successful
for Eco-King. The decision wasn’t a total
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Fitting the 90-foot
production line into
a 61-foot space took
some doing.

surprise. Officials had mentioned about a year
before Euverman started importing the boilers
that they were looking at discontinuing them
and moving in a new direction. As a result,
discussions had been ongoing about the
possibility of purchasing the manufacturing
rights along with the production equipment.
“We offered to take the line from them in

One advantage
of taking over
the manufacture of an
existing boiler line is that it
already had CSA
certification.
order to continue to supply our customers
with our quality boilers,” said Euverman.
On Dec. 14, 2018, five container loads of
manufacturing equipment and parts arrived
at the company’s Surrey facility. It took a few
months to get set up and train workers and
the first boiler rolled off the assembly line on
March 30 of this year.
There were challenges. Fitting the
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production line into an already busy
warehouse took some doing. The line had to
be reduced from 90 ft. to 61 ft. “The support
towers were not marked properly, so we
basically went second by second through a
video we made during dismantling in the
Netherlands so we could recognize which
support tower went where. It was very time
consuming,” he added.
There were power differences for the
equipment. “We had to get an electric company
in to set up a power inverter to switch from
European power to Canadian (230v/60hz
to 120/50hz).” Once the line was set up, the
former supplier spent a week working with
Eco-King to commission the new plant and
train employees. One advantage of taking
over the manufacture of an existing boiler line
is that it already had CSA certification, which
was transferred to the Canadian company.

A new approach
Going into manufacturing is bringing new
opportunities for the company. “It changes
our focus now that we are manufacturing,”
noted Euverman. Eco-King can now move
into new markets by expanding the line of
products it manufactures. The company is
already looking at introducing its own line of

The company quickly outgrew its original
location in the owner’s garage and
moved to this facility in Surrey, B.C.
tankless water heaters.
Today the company’s line includes
residential and commercial high efficiency
boilers from 100,000 to 500,000 Btu/h with
efficiency ratings up to 96 percent, stainless
steel DHW indirect tanks, the unit heaters
and high efficiency water heaters from 50,000
to 250,000 Btu/h.
But Eco-King is still a small company. It
has eight employees. “We are never going to
compete with the big manufacturers,” said
Euverman. But it has been quite successful
in carving out its own niche in the market
by focusing on a narrow product line that is
finding favour among engineers and installing
contractors.
For more information, please visit www.
eco-king.com. 
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QTraining Trades

If last May’s Ontario Skills
Competition is any indication, there is
considerable interest in trade careers
among young people.

Engineer looks back on

INDUSTRY CAREER
Ponders whether going into trades might
have been a better choice
By Michael McCartney
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In the summer of 2003, I was a member of
a panel discussion at George Brown College
in Toronto with three other HVAC guys and
about 100 students.
The students were all taking courses in gas
fitting, pipe fitting, HVAC design and other
related instruction.
I said to the room that it seemed to me that
people were leaving high school and instead
of pursuing an apprenticeship and learning a
trade were opting for white collar information
technology (IT) jobs, which involve less
physical labour and offers a workplace that’s
warm in winter and cool in summer.
It got me to thinking about my high school
days, the kids in my classes and their attitude
towards the people who worked in and
around the school.
A lot of the kids came from fairly well-off
families. Their dads were professionals;
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economies at home (big boxes of powdered
milk and cheese sandwiches) and hoping that
enough money would come in to cover the
food, bills and rent.
I’m ashamed, now, fifty years later, that
some of us went along with the prevailing
attitude towards the trades and started
thinking along the same lines as the upperclass kids. Maybe that’s what propelled
so many of us into university and the
professions, the fear of being excluded, or
of dying poor. I can’t speak for a lot of my
buddies, but it sure worked on me.

Not so smart

Rapidly changing technologies and
refrigerants make drawing bright
young people to the HVAC trades
critical.

Fast forward to 1977 when I started working
as an HVAC equipment salesman: To me
my starting salary of $18,000 a year was just
fine. It meant that I could afford my first car,
a beat- up 1960 Volkswagen.
The company had about 20 HVAC
mechanics, mostly servicing centrifugal

chillers. It didn’t take too long for me to
figure out that I, mister hotshot engineering
grad, wasn’t as smart as I thought I was.
I put myself through school thanks to
co-op work periods, driving taxi and working
winter holidays in cemeteries around Toronto.
Meanwhile, the techs had all come up as
apprentices, starting at about eight bucks an
hour and with increases every few thousand
hours or so.
They were sitting pretty, then, at $16.50 an
hour, with houses and a few toys, as licensed
journeymen, whereas I was renting a room
in a pal’s house near the old neighborhood
for three hundred a month. You bet that got
me thinking!
I learned, also, that those guys weren’t
slow to learn, by any means. They were
bright guys who would rather get stuck
into the guts of a centrifugal chiller or a V-8
Please see ‘Hands-on’ on page 67

doctors, lawyers and the like. I remember
during one concert an announcement
called for a doctor to handle some sort of
emergency in the building and it seemed that
half the audience stood up. We all laughed.
They lived in good neighborhoods and
the thought of entering a trade wasn’t on
their minds. They were being groomed for
careers in business, law and medicine.

Little green men
To them, the trades were ‘little green men’,
‘workies’, blue boys and the prevailing
attitude was that they had somehow screwed
up in school and would never become
anything but plumbers, carpenters and
laborers.
It was different for a lot of us who came
from working families. My dad was a salesman
for HVAC suppliers. My lifelong buddies down
the street were raised by a very determined
single mom. She raised three boys on a
secretary’s salary. In the case of my family, six
kids on a spotty flow of commissions made for
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One thing that has changed dramatically in the past 20 years is the number of
young women entering the trades.
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QTraining Trades

Hands-on work appeals
Continued from page 65

engine then sit all day in an office, drinking
bad coffee, smoking cigarettes and wishing it
was 5 o’clock and time to head home.
All thoughts of money and social status
aside, they were fortunate to be able to down
tools at quitting time and not have to worry
about getting that crucial purchase order in
house, or process shop drawings.

Life better in the trades
Later on, when I became involved in designbuild projects with an HVAC contracting
outfit, I found out everything you’d need
to know about sleepless Sunday nights and
worrying about bringing in enough work for
a crew of up to 20 people. Stress is a killer.
The kicker was, I always liked to tear down
and rebuild engines, had an old motorcycle or
two that I flogged around town, and I came
to envy our techs. That got me thinking that
maybe I’d made a mistake in going academic
in high school instead of taking a few trades
courses in another school.
Where this is leading to is me wondering
why so many kids graduate from high school
and opt for careers in IT instead of the trades.
Things have never been better for plumbers,
electricians and other skilled tradesmen;
especially here during Toronto’s condo boom.
Good people are precious. Their numbers are
dwindling. Fewer high school grads are opting
for apprenticeships and every contractor/
client I deal with has the same complaint: “We
need more guys but there aren’t any around’.
I rode a GO train out to Oshawa one
evening and heard the men in front of me
saying they commuted in every day from
Michael (Mike)
McCartney is an
independent design
engineer through M. E
McCartney Engineering
Ltd., a company he founded
in 1992 He can be reached
at MMcceng77@aol.com.
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Norwood, Pontypool, Omemee and a few
other more remote locations. Travel time
be damned, they were needed. They got
premium wages and once they were hired, the
owners wanted to retain them.
Compare working on site, which one
cannot deny can be pretty rough at times,
with sitting a cubicle slaving away at some
new startup for 16 hours a day for $30 an

hour. I’ll take the job site any time.
I’m happy with my situation now; semiretired, lots of work on the go and I’m in and
out of my office whenever the projects require
it of me or if I just feel like doing a job walk on
one of my sites.
Sometimes, though, I think about
how my life would have been better, in some
ways, had I chosen to get a trade license
instead of being a P. Eng. (I’m skeptical – ed.)
If nothing else, my bikes would be in better
shape. 
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Q People & Places

Ont. wholesaler
celebrates
50 years
Wholesale distributor Bardon Supplies
Limited, Belleville, Ont. is celebrating 50
years in business and 35 years as a member of
the Canadian Institute of Plumbing & Heating
(CIPH).
The company was established in Belleville
in 1969 and that remains the company’s head
office location. Today, the full line stocking
wholesale and retail distributor of plumbing,
HVAC, and industrial pipe, valves, and
fittings operates 12 wholesale branches across
Ontario along with five Bathworks plumbing
showrooms.
Bardon Supplies is a subsidiary of
the Deschênes Group, headquartered in
Montreal. For more information, please visit
www.bardonsupplies.com.

The

Companies

Mike and Vesna Kolakovic, owners of
Mr. Rooter Plumbing of Mississauga Ont.
have been awarded the Mr. Rooter Franchise
of the Year award. This is the highest award
presented by Mr. Rooter, an international
plumbing franchise organization
headquartered in Houston, Texas. It
recognizes consistent growth though proper
training and management and a consistently
high level of sales through quality work and
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From left, Joe Senese, Groupe Deschênes vice president, Bob Pryor, Bardon Supplies
vice president and general manager, and Ralph Suppa, CIPH president and general
manager, surrounded by team Bardon, mark the two anniversaries.

professional service. The award was presented
at Mr. Rooter’s recent conference in San
Antonio, Texas. Mr. Rooter is a Neighborly
company, which owns 22 service brands
across North America.
The Canadian Institute of Plumbing
and Heating (CIPH) welcomed two new
members into its organization. Milwaukee
Tool Canada, Markham, Ont., was
approved as a non-voting associate manufacturer and the Master Group, headquartered
Boucherville, Que., was approved as a voting
specialty wholesale distributor at the 425th
board meeting held on Aug. 21.
Radon Environmental Management
Corp., Vancouver, B.C., and Fantech,
Bouctouche N.B., have announced a new strategic partnership. The companies’ partnership
provides direct path to multiple methods of
radon mitigation while ensuring mitigators
and building professionals can easily achieve
the right solution.
Bonomi Group, Charlotte, North
Carolina, has acquired fittings manufacturer

Frabo, Quinzano d’Oglio, Italy. They manufacture copper, stainless steel, carbon steel,
brass and bronze fittings for plumbing installations. Frabo fittings are used in water
distribution, heating/cooling, gas distribution, steam/high pressure, compressed air,
industrial applications and OEM solutions.
Frabo will continue to manufacture its products in Italy as part of the Bonomi Group.

The

People
Hilti North America, Plano, Texas, has
announced a number of promotions. Region
head and CEO Avi Kahn has promoted to the
Hilti Group executive board. Hilti Canada
general manager Martina McIsaac has been
named as his successor. Dan Wade, currently
division manager for the Midwest (U.S.), will
succeed Martina as general manager of Hilti
Canada. Kahn served as Hilti Canada
general manager from 2011 to 2017.
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Q People & Places

HRAI recognizes industry supporters
The Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning
Institute of Canada (HRAI) presented a number
of awards at its 51st Annual Conference held
Aug. 25-27 in Niagara Falls, Ont.
Peter Steffes, Vollmer Inc., Windsor,
Ont., received the Merit Award this
year but was unable to accept the
award himself. Nancy McKeraghan,
principal of Canco Climatecare Heating
and Air Conditioning, Newmarket,
Ont., accepted the award on his
behalf. The Merit Award recognizes an
outstanding contribution by an industry
representative to the development and
progress of the Institute and the Canadian HVAC/R industry.

Stan Reitsma, right, president of
the Ontario Geothermal Association
(OGA), accepted the President’s
Recognition Award on behalf of
the OGA from HRAI president
Sandy MacLeod. Three President’s
Recognition Awards were presented.
They recognize a significant
contribution to HRAI and the industry.

Ray Hurrell, chief operating officer, right, accepted the very first
Warren Heeley Environmental Excellence Award from Warren Heeley
himself, the long-time HRAI president. The award recognizes Fielding
Environmental’s work within the HVAC/R industry to protect
the environment.

Peter Spoelstra, retired from
Enbridge, received one of three
President’s Recognition awards
at the breakfast session on Aug.
27 from HRAI president Sandy
MacLeod.

Our very own Simon Blake
received the President’s Award
at this year’s HRAI conference.
Simon has been the editor of
Plumbing & HVAC Magazine for
over 20 years.
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This year’s recipient of the Life Member Award was Roger
Grochmal, left, chairman and chief executive officer for AtlasCare,
Oakville, Ont. This is awarded to individuals who have made a
significant contribution to HRAI and the industry for 20 years or
more. Fellow contractor and past chair David Weishuhn, president of
Blue Flame Heating and Air Conditioning, Toronto, presented the
award.
www.plumbingandhvac.ca
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HVACR and Plumbing Industries
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QShop Management

Don’t forget to
make money!
Being too caught up in the
day-to-day can make us lose
sight of the goal

and time and materials jobs have good cash
flow and often we can get deposits on retrofit
jobs. In fact, we should always endeavour to
do so.

By Ron Coleman

Larger job challenges

Often, we get so caught up in our day to day
operations we forget that the reason we are
in business is to make money. Some keys
to making money are managing cash flow
effectively and knowing exactly how profitable
each project is as it progresses.
With service work and time and materials
work, we know how many hours we have paid
out and how many we have been paid for. This
makes it relatively straightforward to calculate
our profits.
It is more difficult with small retrofit jobs,
but as they usually get completed within
a month or so we can also monitor its
profitability with little difficulty. Service work
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The real difficulty occurs when we are
running larger jobs. Large retrofit jobs and
new construction often run for many months
and it is very rare that the accounting records
show the real profit of a job in progress. The
month-end reports are generally way off.
Contractors like to bill as aggressively
as possible in order to maximize their cash
flow. While this is great for cash flow it tends
to overstate the monthly profitability quite
significantly. This means we are never sure
how much profit we are making on the project
until it is completed. We are likely showing
too much profit at year-end and paying
income tax on profits we haven’t yet earned
and worse still we may be paying out bonuses
on profits based on “fake news”.

Many commercial mechanical contractors
work on a 12 percent gross profit. I recently
reviewed the statements of a mechanical
contractor who has done over $30 million in
sales over the past four years and averaged a
gross profit of 10 percent. Believe me when
I say that is not unusual. Consider that this
contractor has a holdback of 10 percent,
which means he can’t even cover his direct
job costs without over-billing and has no
recovery of overhead either. He does not get
into a positive cash flow on the job until he
collects his holdback.
His only solution to managing cash flow
is to attempt to over-bill. This gets tougher
as the job progresses. Once you get to about
75 percent complete it is easy for the client to
evaluate the progress and suddenly your cash
flow gets cut off.

Managing cash flow
In order to ensure that you understand when
you are likely to have cash flow problems, you
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7

8

10

11

2

3

4

5

Job Title

Current
Contract
value

Estimated
costs

Estimated
gross
profit

Estimated
markup

Billed to
date

Costs to
date

Expected
billing
to date

(Under)/
over
billing

%
Complete

%
Complete

$

$

$

%

$

$

$

$

$

%

200,000

125,000

75,000

60%

90,000

50,000

80,000

10,000

40.0%

50.0%

200,000

160,000

40,000

25%

180,000

120,000

150,000

30,000

75.0%

300,000

235,000

65,000

28%

260,000

170,000

217,021

42,979

72.3%

700,000

520,000

180,000

35%

530,000

340,000

457,692

72,308

65.4%

need to get a real handle on your work-inprogress.
Companies that have bonded jobs are
obliged to make these calculations monthly.
How accurately they do them is hard to know.
The objective is to determine whether the
job is overbilled in relation to the progress
and to the costs incurred.
There are four ways of calculating the
under/over billing:
• Use actual cost in your ledger compared to
the amount billed;
• Use amount billed;
• Use percent complete; or
• Use a work-in-progress adjustment based
on cost incurred.

have invoiced, it reflects what your ledger is
showing which is unlikely to be realistic.
Use amount billed:
Using the amount billed and adjusting
your cost to reflect your expected gross profit
on each job tends to overstate the percent
complete and is thus likely to hide potential
errors in profitability.
Use percent complete:
Using the percent complete and adjusting
our ledger can provide accurate data. This
relies on the site people providing realistic
input. If a job is not going well, they may be
overly optimistic and hide the truth. Also,
getting this information on all jobs in a timely
manner can be time consuming.

Use the actual cost in your ledger compared
to the amount billed:
As this is the amount of expenditure
you have actually incurred and what you

Progress versus cost

Column Description

Use a work-in-progress adjustment based on
cost incurred:
This is my preferred method of tracking
Calculation

Source

1

Job title

Input

2

Contract value, including approved changes

Estimator/PM

3

Contract costs, including approved changes

Estimator/PM

4

Estimated gross profit

Column 2-3

5

Estimated mark-up

Column 4/3

6

Billed to date

General Ledger

7

Cost to date

General Ledger

8

Expected billing based on cost to date

Cost + (cost x Col 5)

9

(Under)/over billing

Column 6-8

10

% complete

Column 8 as % of column 2*

11

% complete

Project
Manager’s estimate

9

PM

1

Total

6

GL

work-in-progress.
In the charts on this page, figures in red are
inputted and figures in black are calculations

Leave nothing to chance
Twenty-five percent of trade contractors
make exceptional profits. They don’t get those
results by leaving things to chance. Measure,
monitor, manage. These are three very
important keys to success. If you would like
to be one of those top 25 percent, then start
by implementing a good work-in-progress
system and measure, monitor and manage
these results every month.
In the chart, in Job 1 we have highlighted
two items to be investigated. Column 9 tells
us we are overbilled and columns 10 and 11
show a discrepancy in job progress between
where our accounting and our project
manager believe our results are. We have now
measured our results and monitored them,
and this gives us the tools to manage them.
Go on, make your business profitable.
PS: While this content will help you
manage your profitability, do review new
legislation on prompt payment to ensure you
manage your cash flow. A lack of cash flow
will bankrupt you a lot faster than a lack of
profits. 
Ronald Coleman is a
Vancouver-based accountant,
management
consultant, author and
educator
specializing in the
construction industry.
He can be reached by e-mail at
ronald@ronaldcoleman.ca.

*100 divided by estimated cost multiplied by cost to date (100/Col 2*Col 7)
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one are the days when running an ad
in your local Yellow Pages directory
is enough to get by in business. Let’s
face it, running your contracting business the
way your grandfather did won’t work very
well in 2019.
To prosper in today’s economy, you need
a competitive edge. That’s where the internet
comes in. According to a recent survey of
internet users reported on eMarketer.com,
eight out of 10 respondents said a search
engine was their top choice among
digital and non-digital sources used to
research local businesses. Specifically,
80 percent said they used a search
engine to find a local product or
service in the week before the survey,
and 87 percent used one in the past
month. Respondents cited a company
website as their second choice.
Printed white and yellow pages
had the lowest reach in use last
year.
In a nutshell, search engines
are the new Yellow Pages.
Moreover, according
to S e arc h Eng i ne
Journal, when it
comes to search engines,
Google dominates with
over 75 percent of all
internet searches. The
remaining 25 percent
happen across YouTube,

Fine-tuning the internet to draw
customers to your business
By Ray Litvak

Amazon, Bing and a few smaller players
that inhabit the space.

A level playing field
On the internet, it doesn’t matter if you’re a
national chain or an independent contractor.
Online, you can compete with anyone, so long
as you have the right online marketing strategy.
For those new to it, the online world has a
variety of marketing options. Some
can seem complicated—

and expensive. The good news is that it doesn’t
have to be that way. You can get your business
listed and ranking on Google in a matter of
days and, in some cases, for free.
How can I get my contracting business on
Google’s Search Results?
The most common ways to get your business
found and to rank on Google include:
Please see ‘Don’t’ on page 76
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Don’t be conspicuous by absence
Continued from page 75

AdWords (Pay-Per-Click): fee-based
advertising that gives you instant exposure on
Google
Local Service Ads: fee-based local
advertising that also gives you instant
exposure
Organic Search Results: free listing with
rank based on Google’s proprietary algorithm
Google My Business (GMB): free local
listing with rank based on Google’s local
algorithm
Is fee better than free when it comes to
advertising on Google?
Google My Business (along with Google
Maps) is a type of advertising called Local SEO
(search engine optimization) and is the focus
of this article. It’s an effective way to rank in
Google Maps and generate new business — all
at no charge to a verified business owner.
Who can use Google My Business?
Google My Business is perfect for servicebased businesses that cater to a local market.
These types of companies make in-person
contact with customers during specific hours.
The most common ser vice-based
businesses that qualify for a Google My
Business listing are:
• Brick and mortar storefronts (i.e., dry
cleaners, restaurants)
• Service Area Businesses - SABs (i.e.,
contractors, carpet cleaners)
• Hybrids (i.e., pizza restaurants that also
deliver)
Contractors are set up as Service Area
Businesses (SABs) in GMB, as they provide
services on-site within a local radius of their
home base. Within GMB, they can choose
targeted cities and categories that they want
to serve.

Why should I list?
Should I list my company on Google My
Business?
These days, a company is conspicuous by its
absence. If your business does not appear in a
search for its brand identity, it raises doubt in
the minds of consumers and may bring your

76
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businesses credibility into question.
Local shoppers expect to find your business
here; especially when searching for your
corporate name. Google My Business allows
you to have a free business page. Consider it
your official landing page on Google.
What are the benefits of being on
Google My Business?

On the
internet,
it doesn’t matter
if you’re a national
chain or an independent
contractor. Online, you can
compete with
anyone…
Easy-to-use tools let you create a corporate
presence in Google Search and Maps. When
a search happens for your brand, its local
GMB page should appear in Google’s Search
Results.
A complete GMB profile lets you tell
searchers what they need to know about
your business to make an informed buying
decision, including:
• Business Name, Address and Phone
Number (NAP)
• Primary Category, i.e. Plumber
• Pictures of your business
• Reviews left by customers and third-party
sites
• Videos of your business
• Areas served by your company
• Google Posts (place mini ads about your
business i.e., sales, events etc.)
• Business description and FAQs
You can even create a free mobile and
responsive website within the GMB platform.
Often, Google My Business becomes the
new Home Page of many local businesses.
Research has shown that customers are

twice as likely to view a business as reputable
with a verified Google My Business listing.

Getting started
How do I get started on Google My Business?
GMB is easy to use. A business owner must
first claim or register their GMB listing. Visit
this link https://www.google.com/business/ to
start the process. Sign into your Google My
Business account or create a new account if
you don’t already use the service.
Once you’re signed in, click the button
at the top right of your screen. Next, type
your business name in the fields; Google
will check if a page already exists on
Maps for your business. If so, click it to
continue. If your business is not on the list,
add information about your business so that
Google can create your listing.
Note: If your business does exist, you may
see that someone else has already claimed it. If
you’re the owner of the company, click "request
ownership" and follow the on-screen prompts to
claim your business. GMB Help provides more
information on how to request ownership.
Upon adding or claiming your business
information, you’ll have the option to verify
your business. The most popular verification
method is by postcard. It really is a postcard!
If you opt to receive a postcard, it will arrive
within five to 14 days, depending on your
location. Once in hand, log in to your Google
My Business account and select your business.
You’ll then be asked to enter a PIN (usually a
five-digit code) found in the postcard. Enter
the code and follow the instructions to verify
your business.
Once verified, you can now *Optimize
your GMB listing to rank and generate new
leads for your business. 

Ray Litvak is a Torontobased local SEO and website
copywriter who shows local
service area businesses how to
leverage the power of Google
My Business to generate leads
and become more profitable.
He can be reached by email at
ray@writingwebwords.com or visit him at
https://www.writingwebwords.com.
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CONTINUING OUR GROWTH
IN WESTERN CANADA.
MORE PLACES, PEOPLE, AND HVAC-R/HYDRONICS
PRODUCTS TO SERVE YOU:
- 10 locations from Winnipeg to Nanaimo;
- Over 1000 product lines in stock;
- 115 dedicated employees to serve you;
- State-of-the-art training facility and training events across the network.

MASTER IN COMFORT.
EXPERT IN TOP BRANDS.

QComing Events

Toronto
all-trades
show returns
The Buildings Show will return to the Toronto
Convention Centre Dec. 4-6. Architects,
contractors, designers, engineers, and
industry professionals are invited to tour the
North and South exhibit halls, filled with
exhibitors’ booths.
Construct Canada and the PM Expo
will take place in the South Building. The
HomeBuilder and Renovator Expo and the
World of Concrete Toronto Pavilion will
be located in the North Building. The show
will offer thousands of product exhibits,
demonstrations, industry seminars, and a
product showcase.
Seminars will run on the first two days of
the show. On Dec. 4-5, exhibits will run from
10 a.m. until 5 p.m. and seminars will run
8 a.m. until 4 p.m. On Dec. 6, exhibits will
be open from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m., with no
scheduled seminars.
Registration to the show is free for
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industry professionals. To register online
or for more information, please visit www.
thebuildingsshow.com.

Habitat for Humanity
gala announced
The Canadian Institute of Plumbing and
Heating (CIPH) has announced dates for its
2020 Charity Gala in Support of Habitat for
Humanity Canada.

The show will
offer thousands
of product exhibits,
demonstrations, industry
seminars, and a
product showcase.
The event will take place on Tuesday,
March 24 at the InterContinental Toronto
Centre Hotel in downtown Toronto.
The event features a fine dinner and
fund-raising auction. Entertainment will be
provided by comedian Steve Patterson, host
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of CBC’s The Debaters.
For more information, please visit www.
ciph.com or call 1-800-639-2474.
The gala takes place on the eve of the
CMPX trade show March 25-27 at the
Toronto Convention Centre. For trade show
information, please visit www.cmpxshow.ca.

New location for CIPHEX West
The CIPHEX West trade show will move to
a new Vancouver location for 2020. It will
take place Nov. 4-5 at the PNE Coliseum in
Vancouver. Contractors and other visitors
sometimes found getting to the previous
downtown location at the Vancouver
Convention Centre difficult.
Not only is the new location easier to get
to, but it features free parking for visitors and
exhibitors. Please visit www.ciphexwest.ca or
call show manager Elizabeth McCullough at
1-800-639-2474 for more information.

Events

Calendar
SEPT. 24-25:
Canadian Hydronics Conference,
Ottawa Conference and Event Centre,
Ottawa, Ont. For more information,
please visit www.ciph.com/CHC2019 or
call 1-800-639-2474.

OCT. 2-5:
Mechanical Contractors Association of
Canada 78th National Conference,
Nashville, Tennessee. Please call (613)
232-0492 or visit www.mcac.ca.

DEC. 4-6:
The Buildings Show,
Metro Toronto Convention Centre,
North and South Buildings, Toronto. For
more information, please visit www.
thebuildingsshow.com.

FEB. 3-FEB. 5:
AHR Expo,
Orange County Convention Center,
Orlando, Florida. For more information,
please visit www.ahrexpo.com.
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Introducing the complete line of Building Information Modeling
(BIM) objects, for the AquaRise® Potable Water Piping System
Available in all relevant BIM ﬁle formats. With easy navigation, these high quality, highly accurate and fully functional
models allow for system testing and validation, and can be downloaded to your desktop or directly into your design model.
Either way, our BIM ﬁles are quick, easy family downloads that meet all applicable standards... and your expectations.
IPEX has the tools you need to design with conﬁdence.
Visit us for the complete library of available AquaRise® BIM ﬁles.

1-800-463-9572

|

ipexaquarise.com

POTABLE WATER PIPING SYSTEMS

AquaRise® and the color of the AquaRise® pipes and ﬁttings are registered trademarks.
Distributed in Canada by IPEX Inc., Mississauga, Ontario. Distributed in USA by IPEX USA LLC, Pineville, North Carolina.
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FLEX YOUR VISION

K9-204
Capacity: 2" to 4"
Length: 70' of 5⁄16" cable

K9-102
Capacity: 1¼" to 2"
Length: 50' of ¼" cable

RIDGID® FlexShaft™ Machines deliver
ver wall-to-wall clean with astonishing speed. Lightweight and portable, FlexShaft Machines can be operated
it Fully clear scale and soft blockages faster with FlexShaft Machines.
with your SeeSnake® inspectionn camera in the line while you run it.
Learn more at RIDGID.COM/FLEXSHAFT

©2019, RIDGID, Inc. The RIDGID logo is a registered trademark of RIDGID, Inc. in the U.S. and
other countries. All other trademarks belong to their respective holders. Drill not included.
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INSPECTION CAMERA IN-PIPE
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